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The BES Promise
Education and Training

BES provides various Education and Training sessions 
aimed towards understanding postural management, 
clinical needs, and assessment tips and tricks, to ensure 
healthcare professionals get the best from our products.

Superior Service 

BES promises Superior Service through fast turnaround 
of orders, highly trained office and sales personnel that 
can help you whenever needed, national coverage, and 
a dedicated engineering team. 

Our team of Assistive Technology Specialists provide 
demos and assessments to help therapists and carers 
find the right equipment for the child. 

Supporting your needs

Best in Class Solutions   

Education and Training

Superior Service 

‘Best in Class’ Solutions

BES brings to the UK excellent quality equipment from 
around the world. We appreciate that every client is 
different, hence the need for equipment is not always 
the same. We do not treat equipment as commodities, 
but as solutions to improve the quality of life for users.  

We aim to bring together ‘Best in Class’ products from 
around the world which not only promote postural support, 
but also provide comfort. We make sure that individuals 
get the right equipment that suits their needs.
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BES offers a range of back supports, harnesses and trunk supports that enable control and 
independence.

Welcome to BES’ Paediatric Catalogue 
With over 25 years of experience, we at BES recognise that it is 
essential for children to be seated correctly, for a multitude of 
reasons. 

Children need to be prescribed the most appropriate cushion with 
the most appropriate belt, a comfortable back support and a correct 
head support from the beginning. Since children have growing 
bones and muscles, the consequences of seating them incorrectly 
will position their bodies poorly for life.

In addition, most equipment for children is designed on the basis 
that scaling down adult equipment will suffice. This does not work 
because growing and active children have different clinical and 
social needs that should be addressed. These include physical 
growth, cognitive development, social needs, educational needs, the 
needs of the family, etc. 

Taking this into consideration, BES has brought together world class 
products designed specifically for children. 

We also recognise that kids grow up quickly, and by their teens, 
sometimes start needing adult size products – our ranges cater for 
these stages of life. We now have a portfolio of products that go 
from kids sizes all the way up to extra large adult sizes making BES 
your one stop shop. 

This catalogue focusses solely on getting children the right 
equipment they need from head to toe, also catering for 
seating systems, standing needs, and bathing. 

We welcome you to the BES Healthcare Paediatric Catalogue. 
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Even though pelvic stability is usually 
considered to be the most important 
foundation of good posture, it is the head 
that needs to be positioned correctly for 
most functional purposes. Good head 
support is essential for carrying out daily 
functional activities including eye contact, 
social interaction, spatial awareness, 
balance, swallowing, digestion, and 
breathing. These important functions 
can each be affected if the head is not 
positioned correctly.                                                         

Head Positioning
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Our world is built around vertical (gravity-based) axes, 
and horizontal axes which are at right angles to each 
other. Holding one’s head to line up with these axes, 
in order to maintain the orientation of the head, is 
important for functions of day-to-day activities. 

Good seating should facilitate a horizontal eyeline, 
and for this you may not be able to line up other 
parts of the body in exactly the same plane as the 
head. Thus, it is often important to position the 
head first before determining the placement of 
other components in a seating system. 

Supporting the alignment of the head helps 
individuals as they will not have to exert their 
energy in keeping their head in midline. Improved 
social interaction can help with an individual’s
dignity and wellbeing as they can look their peers 
in the eye and communicate. A midline position 
also helps to improve respiratory, cardiac, 
and digestive functions.

Head Positioning

My daughter has an i2i head/neck 
support to help support her due to 
very poor head control. The product 
is fantastic and serves its purpose so 
well, as it allows her head to remain 
upright, and in a position 
that encourages her 
vision and awareness.

“

”
Mother of i2i User
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Head Restraint, Rest, or Support?
Head Restraint
A head restraint, as the name suggests, limits the 
movement of the head, but in terms of crashworthiness 
it can protect against high impact accidents and 
whiplash. 

Head Rest
A head rest, on the other hand, is specially designed to 
give the client a cushion on which to rest the occipital 
area of the head. It catches the head when a chair is 
reclined or tilted, and acts as a rest when the client is 
tired of holding their head. 

Head Support
A head support is used to support the occipital 
and sub-occipital parts of the head, and is mainly 
a positioning device. It helps promote feeding, 
digestion, swallowing, breathing, and eye contact, 
by holding and positioning the head in a 
midline position. 
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Head rests/supports cannot be tested on their own, and there 
is no standard to test them during transportation.

The risks from the equipment point of view are around the 
seat, the chair, and the tie down system. From the user’s point 
of view, the risks are around the individual’s weaknesses, etc. 
To prevent injury and damage, all of the chair needs to be 
crashworthy, and so does its tie downs.

In relation to the use of head supports, an individual risk 
assessment will need to be carried out, since the suitability 
will depend on the individual’s diagnosis and circumstances. 
There will be cases where the person will be better off by 
having the head stabilised, and others where the individual 
might be at greater risk. Each case has to be assessed 
individually.

The mounting system must also be considered: to what the 
head support is mounted; how it is mounted; and also how 
the wheelchair is transported. 

Is your Head Rest/Support 
Crashworthy?
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Features         OB     Comfort+    Tri-Comfort+       Combo          AP         Ultra i2i

Head rest/Occipital

Comfort

Sub-Occipital Support

Adjustability

Versatility

Facial Pad options

Ability to add 
additional extras

Washable/
Changeable Cover

Replacement Pad

BES Healthcare offers a wide range of Stealth head rests and head supports designed for children. Select the head 
pad that suits the individual’s needs (pp 9-11). Following that select the right mounting hardware depending on the 
chair and tubing width (pp 12-16). 

Stealth Head Rests and Head Supports

*

*i2i standard profile only

Stealth Head Rests and Head Supports 
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OB Comfort Plus Tri-Comfort Plus

Mounting: HMO400-1, HMO475-1, TWB480-1, TWB485-1
Mounting: HMO400-1, HMO475-1, TWB480-1, TWB485-1
Niño Comfort: HMO400-17, HMO475-17, TWB480-17, TWB485-17 Mounting: HMO400-1, HMO475-1, TWB480-1, TWB485-1

• Basic head rest 
• Robust and shaped to cup occipital area
• Used as a head rest for those with good 

head control

• Cushioned and comfortable head rest
• Double layered foam pad
• Cover and cushion pad removable and 

machine washable

• Three mini comfort pads built into one
• Occipital and lateral support
• Lateral pads provide a degree of contouring

Combo All-Positioning Ultra

Mounting: HMO400-17, HMO475-17, TWB480-17, TWB485-17 Mounting: HMO400-17, HMO475-17, TWB480-17, TWB485-17 Mounting: HMO400-17, HMO475-17, TWB480-17, TWB485-17

• Occipital and lateral support
• Adjustable lateral pads help head stay 

in midline
• Lateral pads accommodate for wide 

range of head positions

• Acts as a rest for the occipital while    
supporting sub-occipital

• Memory metal can be adjusted to 
contour 

• Most discreet and sleek head support

• Highly adjustable and customisable with 
separate pads for occipital and sub-occiptal 
support

• Can incorporate other pads from the range
• Acts as a posterior boundary minimising 

hyperextension
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Stealth Head and Neck Positioning System - i2i 

Chin Prompt

For those with a great deal of extensor tone, but poor head control, the i2i provides the 
answer, offering enough lateral and posterior support so that when individuals begin to 
extend their necks they will be invited back into a midline position. 

i2i Profile Choice 
i2i Standard Profile: The standard profile provides stronger occipital support for 
those with poor head control.
i2i Low Profile: The low profile provides sub-occipital support for children who require 
more emphasis on midline head positioning.

The i2i does not position low on the neck, unlike many other collar type devices which 
tend to leave the upper neck and head unsupported.

i2i Arm Choice
In addition to the standard length fixed arm, a short arm version of the head pad is 
available, which is best suited to those who need less support and more freedom of 
movement. Laterally adjustable arms, in standard and short options are offered to 
allow unique positioning and easy transfers with a locking mechanism. 

i2i Chin Prompt Choice
The chin prompt is a therapeutic tool that can be systematically raised or lowered to 
encourage neck muscle strengthening. It has a curved posterior that prevents airway 
obstruction, and a width that prevents an individual’s chin from rolling over the front. 
The straps are designed to slide off if too much pressure is exerted. These are 
available in Standard and Trachea styles. Trachea chin prompts are available 
for children who require more space in front of the neck to accommodate for 
feeding tubes.

STANDARD

TRACHEA

Lateral Arms

Lateral and Sub-Occipital 
Support/Positioning
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Mounting Hardware
Stealth head pads can be used with a variety of stems depending on the wheelchair. Different mounting stems cater for different 
angles, heights, and positioning needs. The OB and Comfort Plus series of head pads require a mounting stem with a 1” ball joint, 
while the Comfort Plus Niño, AP, Combo, Ultra, and i2i head pads require a 17 mm ball joint. 

Multi-axis Stem with 12.8 mm square tubing – HMO475  

The square stem HMO475 is a mount that can be adjusted to move forward, backward, and on a vertical 
plane. 

This mount features a curved vertical bar that rotates to accommodate asymmetrical postures, and a 
horizontal bar that can be rotated left or right of midline to suit a variety of head angles. 

Straight Stem with 12.8 mm square tubing – HMO400

This square stem is a standard, straight mounting hardware that can be adjusted in both vertical and 
horizontal planes. 

The head pad fixes to a ball joint that can be rotated to suit different head positions and angles. 
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Mounting Hardware

Link Hardware Stem with 19 mm Round tubing – TWB480

This stem features a ball joint for angular adjustments, and articulated links that can be added or removed 
to suit different head positions and heights. 

It also features a mounting triangle that can be rotated to accommodate asymmetrical postures.

Link Hardware Stem with 15 mm Square tubing – TWB486

As above, this stem is square and has a combination of articulating links and a curved bar to create an 

adjustable mount, but with a 15mm square tubing. 

Link Hardware Stem with 12.8 mm Square tubing – TWB485

This square stem has a combination of articulating links and a curved bar to create a mount that can be 

adjusted to suit even the most atypical of postures. 

The head pad fixes on a ball mount, which can be rotated to suit different head positions and angles.
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Ultra Mounting Hardware – Order Codes: Stem – TWB480-QCRS; Mounting Bracket – SU980  

The mounting hardware for the Ultra System is specifically designed to accommodate for the two separate 
pads, occipital and sub-occipital.

The QCRS mounting stem is made up of link hardware for the occipital pad and a straight stem for the 
sub-occipital pad. As the occipital region of the head has a greater surface area, the link hardware correctly 
positions the occipital pad to ensure the right amount of surface contact. The SU980 Bracket is 
recommended when using the TWB480-QCRS mounting hardware stem.

Flip Down Mount (FDM) Stem – Link Hardware with 15 mm square tubing and flip down mount – 
TWB486-FDM

As above, this stem features link hardware for position and height adjustments, and a flip down hinge that 
allows the head pad to be flipped away during transfers, but has a square stem.

Flip Down Mount (FDM) Stem – Link Hardware with 19 mm round tubing and flip down mount – 
TWB480-FDM

This stem features link hardware for position and height adjustments, and a flip down hinge that allows the 
head pad to be flipped away during transfers, without having to dismount it from the chair. The mount is 
clicked back into the original position.
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Mounting Adapter Plates to Mount Head Supports on Chairs

Stealth Head Supports fit almost all wheelchairs. Specialist adapter plates are available to fit the mounting bracket to pre-drilled 
holes on specific chairs such as those produced by JCM, Jenx, Invacare, R82, Leckey, and Active Design. 

Mounting Adapter Plates

Leckey Horizon
101-1706

i2i JCM Bracket
SBM-JCM

i2i Leckey Bracket
133-745

R82 Bracket
i2iBRK

i2i Mygo Bracket
117-615

i2i REA Bracket
SBM-REA

CAPS II Bracket
XC34/18Z

Mini CAPS Bracket 
XC34/19Z

i2i Jenx Bracket
SBM-JENX

i2i Leckey CAS
117-728

i2i Rea Azalea 
i2i-REA

Leckey Kidwalk Link 
TWB400PE

JCM Triton 
i2i JCM Triton

CAPS Lynx Bracket
XC34/17Z

Leckey Kidwalk
LASBM
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Additional Mounting Hardware Options

Swing-away system with two 
rods, a facial pad, egg switch 

and a figure of 8 mount.

Swing-away arms are attached to the head support. They can be swung away for transfers and can be quickly 
returned and locked into their original setting. They are used to hold egg switches for mechanical switching or 
facial pads to support the head or to help with fatigue. Swing-away systems accommodate for different sizes 
of facial pads and rods. Facial pads are available in standard and gel, along with the option of adding Shear 
Comfort™ sheepskin covers to provide superior friction reduction and pressure care.  You can also add egg 
switches to swing-away systems to connect them to communication devices. A figure of 8 mount can be 
used to mount two facial rods on the same side. 

Mounting Bracket
The use of a mounting bracket is to 
attach a mounting system to a seat’s 
back support. It comes with the stem but 
spares can be purchased in case one head 
support system is used on two chairs.

Links
Links are essential while positioning the head 
pad at the right distance from the back support. 
Depending on the distance, extra standard or 
offset links can be added or removed. The offset 
link is used to ensure the head support is placed 
at the shortest distance from the back support.

Swing-away System Options

Front View
(This piece mounts to the 

head support)

Back View
(This receives the hardware 

mounted to the back)

Tone Deflector
The Tone Deflector is designed for clients with extensive muscle tone, and absorbs some of the energy 
protecting the head support from damage. This device absorbs quick impact compression and diverts 
angled loading. It offers 10 degree deflection of high tone impact in any direction. 
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OB Head Pad (pp 9-10)

Size Code Length Width

Small OTSM250 3.5" (9 cm) 9.0" (23 cm)

Comfort Plus Head Pad (pp 9-10)

Size Code Length Width

Niño CPN350 4.5" (11 cm) 6.0" (15 cm)

Small CP450 5.5" (14 cm) 8.0" (20 cm)

Medium CP250 6.0" (15 cm) 10.0" (25 cm)

Tri-Comfort Plus Head Pad (pp 9-10)

Size Code A B C

Niño X-Small TCP505 3.7" (10 cm) 3.7" (10 cm) 3.0" (8 cm)

Niño Small TCP405 4.7" (12 cm) 4.5" (12 cm) 3.5" (9 cm)

Small TCP305 5.2" (13 cm) 6.2" (16 cm)   3.7" (10 cm)

Medium TCP205 5.2" (13 cm) 6.5" (17 cm)   5.2" (13 cm)

Combo Head Pad (pp 9-10)

Size Code

Occipital Pad Lateral Pads

Length (A)) Width (B) Length (D)) Width (C))

Small CB315 3.2" (8 cm) 5.0" (13 cm) 2.8" (7 cm) 3.2" (8 cm)

All-Positioning Head Pad (pp 9-10)

Size Code Width Length

X Small AP150 7.0" (18 cm) 6.0" (15 cm)

Small AP250 8.0" (20 cm) 6.2" (16 cm)

Medium AP350 9.0" (23 cm) 6.5" (17 cm)

Ultra Occipital Head Pad (pp 9-10)

Code Size Length Width

510 X Small 2.0" (5 cm) 5.0" (13 cm)

530 Small 2.5" (6 cm) 4.0" (10 cm)

520 Medium 3.2" (9 cm) 4.0" (10 cm)

Ultra Sub-occipital Head Pad (pp 9-10)

Code Size Length Width

610 Small 2.5" (6 cm) 6.2" (16 cm)

600 Medium 3.0" (8 cm) 7.0" (18 cm)

DID YOU KNOW?
If you are finding it difficult selecting a head pad, we have a 
team of expert Assistive Technology Specialists who provide 
assessments and training to ensure you get the right equipment 
for your client. Contact BES at info@beshealthcare.net, or call 
01179 666 761 for more information.

W
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Select your Head Pad - Order Codes
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Select an i2i Head Pad and Chin Prompt - Order Codes 
Standard Profile i2i Pad (p 11)

Size
Fixed 
Arm

Fixed 
Arm - Gel  

Inserts

Lateral 
Adjustable 

Arms

LAdjustable 
Arm - Gel 

Insert

Niño XS i2i250 i2i252 – –

Niño S i2i350 i2i352 – –

S Std i2i450 i2i452 i2i420 i2i437

S Short Arm i2i451 i2i453 i2i421 i2i438

M Std i2i550 i2i552 i2i520 i2i537

M Short Arm i2i551 i2i553 i2i521 i2i538

Low Profile i2i Pad (p 11)

Size Fixed 
Arm

Fixed 
Arm - Gel  

Inserts

Lateral 
Adjustable 

Arms

Lateral 
Adjustable 
Arm - Gel 

Insert

S Std i2i455 i2i457 i2i470 i2i477

S Short Arm i2i456 i2i458 i2i471 i2i478

M Std i2i555 i2i557 i2i570 i2i577

M Short Arm i2i556 i2i558 i2i571 i2i578

Low 
Profile

If you need a head pad spare cover just add -C to your code. Example i2i252-C

Chin Prompts (p 11)

i2i Size ---> Niño XS Niño S S Std S Short 
Arm M Std M Short 

Arm

Standard i2i260 i2i360 i2i460 i2i560

Trachea – i2i361 i2i461 i2i561

If you need a head pad spare cover just add -C to your code. Example i2i252-C

If you need a Chin Prompt spare cover just add -C to your code. Example i2i360-C. 
For a meal time cover add -VMT

Standard 
Profile

Measuring for the i2i Pad
Measure the Neck Circumference to Select the Pad

Size Niño XSmall Niño Small Small Medium

Max Neck 
Circumference

7”
(18 cm)

9” 
(23 cm)

11”
(28 cm)

14”
(36 cm)

Neck Pad Length (Standard Profile)

Niño XSmall Niño Small Small Medium

2.5” (6cm) 3.0” (7 cm) 3.75” (9 cm) 4.5” (11 cm)

Neck Pad Length (Low Profile)

Small Medium

2.25” (6 cm) 2.25” (6 cm)

Arm Lengths (Standard and Low Profile)

Size Niño XSmall Niño Small Small Medium

Std Arm 4.5” (11 cm) 4.5” (11 cm) 6.5” (17 cm) 7.5” (19 cm)

Short Arm – – 4.5” (11 cm) 5.5” (14 cm)
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MOUNTING 
HARDWARE
STEM

Select your Stem and Mounting Adapter Plate - Order Codes
Mounting Hardware Stems for Head Supports (p 12-14)

Description Code

Straight Stem with 12.8 mm square tubing HMO400

Multi-axis Stem with 12.8 mm square tubing HMO475  

Link Hardware Stem with 12.8 mm Square tubing TWB485

Link Hardware Stem with 15 mm Square TWB486

Link Hardware Stem with 19 mm Round tubing TWB480

Link Hardware with 19 mm round tubing, flip down TWB480-FDM

Link Hardware with 15 mm round tubing, flip down TWB486-FDM

Stem for Ultra Head Pad TWB480-QCRS

Mounting Bracket for Ultra Head Pad 
(to be purchased with the Ultra Head Pad stem)

SU980

The OB and Comfort Plus series head pads require a mounting stem with 
a 1” ball joint,  while the Comfort Plus Niño, AP, Combo, Ultra  and i2i 
head pads require a 17mm ball joint. Ask for a 1” or 17 mm compatible 
mounting hardware stem depending on your choice of head pad.

Chair Code Chair Code

JCM SBM-JCM CAPS Lynx XC34/17Z

Jenx SBM-JENX CAPS II XC34/18Z

Invacare REA SBM-REA Mini CAPS XC34/19Z

R82 i2iBRK Rea Azalea i2i-REA

Leckey CAS 117-728 Leckey Kidwalk LASBM

Leckey Mygo 117-615 JCM Triton i2i JCM Triton

Leckey KIT 133-745 Leckey Kidwalk Link TWB400PE

DID YOU KNOW?

If you are finding it difficult selecting a head pad, we have a team of expert Assistive Technology Specialists who provide 
assessments and training to ensure you get the right equipment for your client. Contact BES at info@beshealthcare.net, 
or call 01179 666 761 for more information.

MOUNTING 
ADAPTER
PLATE

Mounting Adapter Plates (p 15)
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 Swing-away Centre Mount (A) (p 16)

  Description Code

  Niño for 17 mm Ball SUNS9-CM

  Standard for 17 mm Ball SUS9-CM

  Standard for 1” Ball CPS9-CM

  Extension arm 
  (one per ear peice required with CPS9-CM) 

CPS9-EA

Swing-away Rods (C) (p 16)

Description Code

6” (15 cm) SU262

9” (23 cm) SU260

13” (33 cm) SU264

18” (46 cm) SU265

To complete a Swing-away System you will need a Swing-away Centre Mount (A), Swing-away Ear piece Mount (B), and Swing-away Rods (C). You can then add facial pads, and/or egg switches 

to the Swing-away System. *Order two ear pieces if mounting a rod on each side. Please mention left, right, or both while ordering ear pieces.

 Swing-away Ear Piece (B) (p 16)

  Description Code

  Niño for 17 mm Ball* SUNS9-E

  Standard for 17 mm Ball* SUS9-E

  Standard for 1” Ball* CPS9-E

 

Select Additional Hardware and Swing-away System
Additional Mounting Hardware (p 16)

Description Code Description Code Description Code

Mounting Bracket on Stem (p 16) Links * (p 16) Tone Deflector (p 16)

12.8 mm Square Stem SBM300 3” Standard Link* TWB-LIL Use with 17 mm Ball Mount TD-100

15 mm Square Stem SBM306 2” Small Offset Link* TWB-SOL Use with 1” Ball Mount TD-101

19 mm Round Stem SBM400 3” Small Offset Link* TWB-LOL

* Links can only be added to the TWB range of mounting hardware 

SBM300/306 SBM400 Standard Link Offset Link Tone Deflector 
Front View

Tone Deflector 
Back View
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Facial Pads (p 16)

Size
Standard foam
with Neoprene
Cover

Gel foam with 
Neoprene Cover

Standard foam 
with Shear 
Comfort Cover

Gel foam with 
Shear Comfort 
Cover

3 x 2” FP910 FP910G FP910SS FP910GSS

4 x 2” FP900 FP900G FP900SS FP900GSS

6 x 2” FP920 FP920G FP920SS FP920GSS

6 x 1.5” FP930 FP930G FP930SS FP930GSS

Spare Covers: Facial Pads* 

Standard Neoprene Shear Comfort Sheepskin 
Cover

FP910-N FP910-SSC

FP900-N FP900-SSC

FP920-N FP920-SSC

FP930-N FP930-SSC

Egg Switch (p 16)

Black Red Green Yellow Blue

ESBLK ESRED ESGRN ESYEL ESBLU

Egg Switch Mount - Code: ESM. You will always need to order an egg switch mount when ordering an egg switch 

Select Facial Pads, Egg Switches, and Figure of 8 Mount

FP930 FP900 FP910 FP920

Figure of 8 Mount (p 16)

  Code: SUH100-61

Egg Switch Extension Cable

Code: ESEXT 

Select a figure of 8 mount if 
mounting two rods on one side

*No pad included, cover only  

Egg Switches
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Trunk Positioning
Positioning the head correctly is vital, 
but weak trunk muscles could mean 
that an individual trying to reach out of 
their chair, might not be able to return 
to a neutral balanced position. Dynamic 
secondary supports such as harnesses 
are valuable aids, which provide a certain 
degree of elasticity, and assist the torso in 
returning to a neutral position. It is also 
important to provide posterior and lateral 
support to clients with poor trunk control. 

BES offers a range of back supports, 
harnesses, and trunk supports that 
enable control and independence.
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Varilite Junior seating and positioning products have been designed in the knowlegde that kids are not small adults. With that in 
mind, the equipment that kids use should be designed for them, rather than smaller versions of adult products.

The Varilite Junior line features a full-range of size-appropriate seating and positioning items to support children in their wheelchairs 
and buggies, allowing them to get about. By exploring their world, children can gain confidence and independence, while improving 
peer interaction.

Varilite® Junior Back Support

Varilite Junior backs are designed with 
children in mind which means they are 

true to size. Compact and simple design 
directs focus to the child, not 

the equipment.

Sized for Children

Varilite Junior air-foam construction 
coupled with its lightweight aluminum 

shell enables children to manually 
propel with ease, allowing them to 

be independent.

Lightweight 

These back supports are designed 
for growth using simple to adjust 
hardware, that allows for width 

adjustability. 

Designed for Growth

The cover is machine washable and 
the cushion can be wiped down easily, 
allowing children to enjoy themselves. 

Low Maintenance
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Leaning against a comfortable back is normally a user’s first priority, and the Icon Back System is designed to provide the most 
comfortable seating along with proper positioning and postural support. The Roll-over Cushion and Cover, air and dual-stiffness 
foam cushioning, and breathable fabric are essential elements that make this possible. If you like the benefits of the Junior range 
but are looking for more sizes, the Icon Back Support should meet your needs.

Comfort with Varilite Icon™ Back Supports

The Icon Back System features an 
innovative roll-over cushion and cover 
to protect the user from contact with 
the edge of the shell during extension 
or weight shifting activities. 

The cushion is secured inside the cover 
so that it stays in place. Children can 
perform their daily activities with 
confidence, happily, and comfortably.

The spacer-knit fabric cushion cover 
increases air-flow between the user 
and the back support. Reticulated 
foam sewn under the knit fabric 
provides additional air exchange and 
pressure distribution. 

The cover is machine washable and 
the cushion can be wiped down easily.

The Icon Back System incorporates 
a Varilite air-foam flotation cushion. 
Sculpted foam fits the shell’s
contour without bunching. 

Soft foam protects the sensitive 
areas of the spine while firmer foam 
supports the sides of the trunk. The 
foam is thickest behind the vertebral 
column. 

Roll-over Cushion and Cover Breathable Fabric Air and Dual-Stiffness Foam
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Varilite Icon Back Supports
The Icon Low Back Support 
The Icon Low Back Support is an ideal lightweight solution for users 
needing lower trunk support and full adjustment. The upper body is 
unimpeded, which allows full range of motion of the upper body 
and trunk. 

The shell curves around the sides of 
the body for mild lateral support, while 
the accompanying enhanced roll-over 
cushion protects the user and provides 
maximum comfort. 

(Unsuitable for users who require an 
additional head support or anterior 
trunk supports).

The Icon Tall Back Support 
The Icon Tall Back is ideal for users with decreased trunk control, 
those who need a back support for use during transportation, or 
where a head support needs to be added. 
It supports the entire back to the top of 
the shoulders. 

The Icon Tall provides full trunk 
coverage which makes it a comfortable
back to lean on. Individual lateral 
supports can be added for increased 
thoracic control. See p  30 for laterals.

The Icon Mid Back Support 
The Icon Mid Back supports the user just below the scapulae so the 
back does not interfere with arm movement during propelling or 
other activities. The Icon Mid Back features an enhanced roll-over 
cushion to protect the user and give 
added support. The shell provides 
mid-lateral support. Individual lateral 
supports can be added for increased 
thoracic control. See p  30 for laterals.

(Unsuitable for users who require 
an additional head support 
or shoulder harness).

The Icon Deep Back Support 
The Icon Deep supports a user’s back to the top of the shoulders. 
The deep contour provides lateral support for users with poor trunk 
control. It includes a closed-cell foam 
PSIS (Posterior Superior Illiac Spine)
block and supplemental lateral 
pads that attach to the shell with 
adhesive hook and loop. 

The PSIS block provides support to 
the pelvis at the PSIS level, promoting 
neutral pelvic tilt and spinal extension. 
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ADI is a manufacturer of high quality and innovative seating solutions designed to enhance mobility, independence, and well-being. 
Todd, an active wheelchair user and the designer of ADI backs, has always believed in addressing the root of a problem to provide an 
effective and long lasting solution. ADI offers a wide range of options including sizes, contours, shell types, and mounting hardware.

ADI back supports are available in carbon fibre and aircraft quality aluminium in rounded top and flat top versions.  The flat top version allows 
for greater stability throughout the scapular area, as well as helping to prevent harnesses and other positioning straps from sliding down the back 
support.  These back supports provide positioning and comfort for active children. ADI backs are lightweight, making them an excellent choice for 
young self-propellers. 

They are available in an active style or deep contour depending on the child’s needs. The active back is 2.5” deep, while the deep back is 4” deep. 
The back width starts from 10”(25 cm) which will normally fit a 10-12” (25 -30 cm) wheelchair.  ADI offers three lengths of backs for kids: low 
(10”/ 25 cm), medium (13”/ 33 cm), and standard (16”/ 40 cm).  

Wide Variety of Sizes with the ADI Back Supports

Active Contour

Deep Contour

Aluminium back Aluminium Flat Top Carbon Fibre back
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ADI back supports are offered with a choice of mounting hardware options that mount onto multiple diameter and oval 
wheelchair tubing, and are designed to address the specific needs of the user, clinician, and rehab engineer.

ADI Mounting Hardware

Similar in design to the 
Fixed Elite, comes with
an added benefit of 
width adjustment, 
specially made for rigid 
chairs that do not have 
standard widths.

Quick Release 

Removable mounting 
with adjustable 
positioning that enable 
angle and depth 
adjustments with an 
added function of quick 
release.

4 Point Pro

Four points of mounting 
that enables angle, depth, 
and width adjustment for 
manual and power chair 
users.

2 Point Pro 

Stationary mounting with 
adjustable positioning 
that offers angle and 
depth adjustments for 
manual rigid or power 
chair users.

Width Adjustable EliteFixed Elite 
Stationary mounting 
with fixed positioning 
designed for Carbon Fibre 
Backs. It is lightweight 
with no moving parts.
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The Ultralightweight Paediatric (TFBN) back support 
allows for optimal fitting through a flexible shell structure. 
The lightweight aluminium back plate has additional 
thoracic lateral attachments with the option of width 
adjustment to give the right fit and maintain proper 
positioning of the trunk and pelvis. 

The shell is designed for thoracic growth, which provides 
for a 2” width adjustability, allowing it to grow with the 
child. The paediatric back support can be mounted with 
a single point centre clamp, or in a two point style with 
the help of a Rigidiser bar. 

Stealth has also designed a lightweight head support 
especially for the Paediatric back support, maintaining 
its ultralightweight benefits. 

See p 35 for order codes.

The Ultra Lightweight Paediatric back support is specially designed for kids. 
Sizes range from 8” width and length up to 12” width and length. Its striking 
feature is the thin aluminium back shell which makes it ultralightweight for 
children, and an excellent option for self propellers.

Stealth Back Supports
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Better Positioning and Support 
with Stealth Nucleus Back

The standard hardware available with the back is a 4-point 
trouble-free mounting system with Drop Stops that allow 
the back to stay at the needed height without movement, 
and track nuts to fit additional laterals to the shell without 
the need for double pair wings. The hardware is durable, 
easily accessible, and is hidden under the hook-and-loop 
attached back, for a clean and sleek look. The standard 
model comes with a dual layered foam. 

Stealth also offers the option of adding Foam in Place 
(FIPS), a solution that creates a moulded shape around 
the child’s back to support targetted areas. This mould 
can be created in minutes. It is a great option if you do 
not want to spend thousands of pounds on moulded 
backs because of changing postural needs. 

The Nucleus back is adjustable and can be customised by adding up to four 
lateral pads or wings to give extra pelvic or lateral support. This helps in 
maintaining proper trunk positioning, supporting certain areas of the trunk, 
and providing comfort where needed.

Stealth Back Supports
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Stealth and Varilite understand the importance of creating specially designed supports for kids. Stealth’s Niño and Varilite’s 
Junior ranges offer lateral trunk support to accommodate asymmetries. They act as hands supporting the trunk area where 
needed. Stealth laterals provide the ability to add, remove, and adjust links so that they can get to the right point where 
support is required. Stealth laterals swing-away at 180º from the body for easy transfers, but retain position when brought 
back, without losing their actual settings. 

The All Season bracket is width adjustable without 
the need for tools. When added to laterals, they can 
be used throughout the year catering for seasonal 
clothing changes, and can be adjusted at any time, 
any where. To be used with Stealth laterals only. 

The track mount is mounted on the back 
support and has a track that allows for 
height adjustment of the laterals to 
ensure proper positioning. To be used 
with Stealth laterals only. 

Thoracic Lateral Supports from Stealth and Varilite

What are Stealth Laterals made up of? 
They are a combination of mounting brackets that 
mount onto the wheelchair to hold the lateral in place, 
lateral hardware with a pad mount, and a pad. Stealth 
offers a range of mounting options, hardware, and pads 
to fit correctly onto the wheelchair.

What are Varilite Laterals made up of? 
Varilite laterals have shell brackets that tuck into the 
shell of the Icon Back to give it a clean look and snug 
fit. They come with a pad mount and a choice of lateral 
pads. They are available in fixed and swing away 
options, and can only be used with Varilite Icon Backs. 
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Form-fitting PivotFit™ Shoulder Harness 

The PivotFit Shoulder Harness is available in two styles:

XXS sizes 
for 2-4  

year olds

The dynamic model uses Bodypoint’s 
patented dual-zone technology to 
enhance comfort by allowing moderate 
shoulder movement without reducing 
support at the chest – ideal for 
managing spastic tone.

Bodypoint Swivel Buckle 
is one of a kind. It was 
developed as testing of other 
off-the-shelf buckles in the 
marketplace showed they did 
not meet the ISO 16840-3 
strength test standard. It is 
strong, and allows for precise 
pad placement. It equalises 
tension for an ideal fit, and 
comfort. 

Unique Swivel Buckle

Dynamic PivotFit

Standard PivotFit

The standard non-stretch model, 
with its durable and easy-to-clean 
polyester covering, reduces movement. 
It addresses serious positioning needs, 
such as severe kyphosis or trunk rotation.

The PivotFit Shoulder Harness is form-fitting offering optimal support and a comfortable fit. 
Curved laminar pads™ follow the contours of the shoulders and rib cage with a lowered sternum 
adjustment strap to reduce the risk of choking. The PivotFit presents a sleek look, and provides
25% greater pressure distribution than traditional harnesses. 

Swivel Buckle 
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Unparalleled Strength and 
Performance with Stayflex

Great for Shoulder Retraction 
– Trimline Shoulder Harness

The Trimline Shoulder Harness is 
made up of two independent padded 
straps which allow greater degrees 
of movement to the user around 
the chest area. It can also be used 
to help promote respiration by 
encouraging shoulder retraction 
while stabilising the trunk. 

The Trimline Harness is a great option 
for thinner trunks, and for girls.

The Monoflex can be used to support the chest or the abdominal area. The comfortable,    
  high strength elastic pad provides the right amount of stretch while maintaining    
       substantial control. 

                The Monoflex is an ideal upper body belt providing increased stability for   
          transport. It is available in centre release or underarm release depending                   
   on the user’s ability to release the Monoflex. 

The Stayflex™ is a unique trunk support 
encompassing a combination of 
materials, offering controlled stretch 
for dynamic movement. 

It is the safest shoulder harness for kids 
as it allows dynamic movement, yet 
supports the trunk region and does 
not ride up. 

Stability and Control with Monoflex Chest Strap

See it in action. 
Scan QR Code.
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Versatility with the Universal Elastic Strap
As the name suggests, the Universal Elastic Strap from Bodypoint has always 
been known for its versatility of use as a trunk support, abdominal support, or 
a positioning tool for therapists and carers.

Extension Accessories 
The elastic extension straps give added length while retaining the features of the original Universal 
Elastic Strap. The extension accessory simply attaches to the hook-and-loop closure at
the end of the Universal Elastic Strap, extending its overall length.

Versatility 
The Universal Elastic Strap can be used to cater 
to multiple support needs in different areas of 
the body. 

Ease of Use
The strap has an easy-grab end tab with 
a thumb loop, which makes it easy to use, 
remove, and adjust.

Durability
The Universal Elastic Strap is manufactured 
with high stretch durable neoprene, and can 
be trimmed easily to the desired length for 
individual needs. Trimming will not lead 
to fraying.
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Step 1: Select your ADI Back Shell (p 26)

Aluminium Aluminium Flat Top Carbon Fibre

ALBR* AFTBR** CFBR***

Step 2: Select the Chair Width (p 26)

10” 11” 12” 13” 14” 15” 16”

Code: 10 Code: 11 Code: 12 Code: 13 Code: 14 Code: 15 Code: 16

Step 3: Select the ADI Shell Length (p 26)

Low (10”) Medium (13”) Standard (16”) 

Code: L Code: M Code: S

Step 4: Select the Shell Contour (p 26)

Active (64 mm deep) Deep (100 mm deep) Extra Deep (150 mm deep) 

Code: A Code: D Code: 6

Step 5: Select the Mounting Hardware (p 27)

Fixed ELITE† Width Adjustable ELITE 2-Point PRO 4-Point PRO Quick Release

Code: A Code: D Code: 2 Code: 4 Code: R

Your Complete Code: is a combination of one choice from each step

Example: ALBR10LAR  Aluminium Shell 10" Wheelchair Low Active, Contour, Quick Release

Varilite Icon Back Supports

Low Back 14” 32141

Low Back 15” 32151

Low Back 16” 32161

Mid Back 12” 12121

Mid Back 14” 12141

Mid Back 15” 12151

Mid Back 16” 12161

Tall Back 12” 22121

Tall Back 14” 22141

Tall Back 15” 22151

Tall Back 16” 22161

Deep Back 14” 42141

Deep Back 15” 42151

Deep Back 16” 42161

Varilite Junior Back Supports

Mid Back 10” 12101

Deep Back 10” 42101

Back Supports - Order Codes

Varilite Back Supports 
ADI Back Supports 

* ALBR available in Low Active (10” to 16”), Low Deep (10” to 16”); Medium Active (12” to 16”), Medium Deep (12” to 16”);  
  Standard Active (14” and 16”), Standard Deep (14” and 16”), and Extra Deep (16”).
** AFTBR available in Low Deep (10” to 16”), Medium Active (14” and 16”), Medium Deep (12” to 16”), Standard Active (14” and 
   16”), Standard Deep (14” to 16”), and Standard Extra Deep (16” only).
*** CFBR available in Low Active (12” to 16”), Low Deep (12” to 16”), Medium Active (12” to 16”), Medium Deep (12” to 16”), 
     Standard Active (12” to 16”), and Standard Deep (12” to 16”).
 † Fixed ELITE mounting brackets only available with Carbon Fibre backs.
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Step 1: Select your Back Type (p 29)

No Wings With Bottom 
Wings

With Top + 
Bottom Wings

No Wings, 
incl. FIPS

Bottom Wings, 
incl. FIPS

Top+Bottom 
Wings, incl. 
FIPS

Code: NB Code: NB5 Code: NB9 Code: NBF Code: NBF5 Code: NBF9

Step 2: Select the Chair Width

11 -12” 13-14” 15-16” 

Code: 11 Code: 13 Code: 15

Step 3: Select the Back Length

Standard Tall Extra Tall

Code: S Code: T Code: X

Please Note: Only 15” chair width 
backs are available in Extra Tall (X) 

Your Complete Code is a combination of one choice from each step 1+2+3

NB9-15X Example NB9-15X is a Newback with both top and bottom wings to fit a 
15 - 16” chair, and the back length is Extra Tall.

Ultralightweight Paediatric Back Supports 
Step 1: Select your Back Support (p 28)

Back Type
(W x L)

8” x 8”
Fits 10” Chair

8” x 10”
Fits 10” Chair

10” x 10” 
Fits 12” Chair

10” x 12” 
Fits 12” Chair

12” x 10” 
Fits 14” Chair

12” x 12”
Fits 14” Chair

Order Code TFBN8x8 TFBN8x10 TFBN10x10 TFBN10x12 TFBN12x10 TFBN12x12

Step 2: Select your Thoracic Laterals

4” Long (Pair) 6” Long (Pair) 8” Long (Pair) 10” Long (Pair)

TFBN4LT TFBN6LT TFBN8LT TFBN10LT

Step 3: Select your Head Support 

6” Wide 8” Wide 10” Wide

TFBN-HR6 TFBN-HR8 TFBN-HR10

Note: Because of the weight 
of the materials used in 
designing the back, only this 
head support can be used 
with the Paediatric back. 
If you are ordering a head 
support, please also order a 
TFBN-HRHW head support 
hardware.

Step 4a: Select Single Point Mounting Hardware
Oval Centre Mount Clamp TFBN-SOC

1” Centre Mount Clamp TFBN-S1C

7/8” Centre Mount Clamp TFBN-S78C

3/4” Centre Mount Clamp TFBN-S34C

OR
Step 4b: Select Two Point Mounting Hardware

Quick release mounting TFBN-QRHB

Optional Rigidiser Bar TFBN-RB
TFBN-SOC TFBN-RB

Stealth Nucleus Back Support 
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Step 1: Lateral Hardware

TWBNL-L Niño Thoracic Hardware - Left

TWBNL-R Niño Thoracic Hardware - Right

Stealth Lateral Supports

Step 2: Mounting Hardware for Chair

LTNHW500 Niño 1” Cane Mount

LTNHW501 Niño 3/4” Cane Mount

LTNHW502 Niño 7/8” Cane Mount

LTNHW512 Niño 1” Cane Mount Crescent Shape

LTNHW513 Niño 3/4” Cane Mount Crescent Shape

LTNHW514 Niño 7/8” Cane Mount Crescent Shape

LTNHW504 Niño All Season Mount

LTNHW505 Niño Planar Mount

LTNHW509 Niño All Season Mount for Curved Back

LTNHW510 Niño Planar Mount for Curved Back

Step 3: Niño Lateral Pads

TWBNL-2X3 Lateral Niño Pad  2 x 3”

TWBNL-3X3 Lateral Niño Pad  3 x 3”

TWBNL-3X5 Lateral Niño Pad  3 x 5”

TWBNL-6X1 Lateral Niño Pad  6 x 1”

TWBNL-2X3-G Lateral Niño Gel Pad  2 x 3”

TWBNL-3X3-G Lateral Niño Gel Pad  3 x 3”

TWBNL-6X1-G Lateral Niño Gel Pad  6 x 1”

Varilite Lateral Supports 
(for Varilite Backs only)

Step 1a: Select Bracket (Swing-away)

Short

For 12” back support 89050

For 14-15” back support 89010

For 16” back support 89020

Short 
w/2cm 
offset

For 10” back support 07218

For 12” back support 89250

For 14-15” back support 89210

For 16” back support 89220

Long

For 12” back support 89150

For 14-15” back support 89110

For 16” back support 89120

Step 1b: Select Bracket (Fixed)

Long
For 14-15” back support 88010

For 16” back support 88020

Step 2: Select Type and Size of Pad

Curved

2 x 2” 07219

3 x 4” 04317

4 x 5” 04319

5 x 6” 04321

Linear

3 x 4” 04307

4 x 5” 04309

5 x 6” 04311

Note: All items supplied singly, so if a pair is required please order two. 

Lateral Pad 2 x 3”

Lateral Pad 3 x 3”

Lateral Pad 6 x 1”

TWBNL

Cane Mount

Crescent 
Cane Mount

Swing-away bracket

Fixed bracket

Pads 
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Shoulder Harnesses and Chest Straps - Order Codes 

PivotFit Standard Harness (p 31)

Front Pull

Extra Extra Small 181307

Extra Small 181161

Small 166311 

Medium 190385

Rear Pull

Extra Extra Small 111939

Extra Small 112547

Small 114145

Medium 114527

PivotFit Dynamic Harness (p 31)

Front Pull

Extra Extra Small 125721

Extra Small 128937

Small 125653

Medium 129859

Rear Pull

Extra Extra Small 106393

Extra Small 106775

Small 107765

Medium 108137

Stayflex Standard Harness (p 32)

Front Pull 
with zip

Small 123819

Medium 123987

Front Pull 
w/o zip

Extra Small 124359

Small 115203

Medium 129781

Rear Pull 
with zip

Small 168919

Medium 168773

Rear Pull 
w/o zip

Extra Small 159245

Small 157883

Medium 157401

Stayflex Narrow Harness (p 32)

Front Pull w/ zip Medium 115135

Front Pull w/o zip Medium 113087

Rear Pull with zip Medium 122379

Rear Pull w/o zip Medium 172251

Trimline Harness (p 32)

Front Pull Small 158569

Front Pull Medium 158941

Rear Pull Small 157951

Rear Pull Medium 158187

Monoflex Underarm Release (p 32)

Extra Smaill with Flat Mount fittings 114039

Small with Flat Mount fittings 113858

Medium with Flat Mount fittings 113735

Monoflex Centre Release (p 32)

Extra Small with Flat Mount fittings 114107

Small with Flat Mount fittings 114220

Medium with Flat Mount fittings 114305

Monoflex Centre Release (p 32)

Extra Small with Cinch Mount fittings 114183

Small with Cinch Mount fittings 114268

Medium with Cinch Mount fittings 114343

Universal Elastic Strap (p 33)

Small Universal Elastic Strap 
(L 56”, W 3”)

180553

Small Universal Strap Extension 
(L 28.5”, W 3”)

182397

Cinch Mount Flat Mount

*More options available on request 

MOUNTING OPTIONS
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It is very important to position and support 
a child’s pelvis correctly. As children grow, 
a badly positioned pelvis can lead to the 
development of spinal deformities, and 
vice versa. It is essential to understand 
that seating is all about dynamic 
movement and not restraints. 

BES offers a range of secondary supports 
for better pelvic positioning, including 
lightweight cushions, thigh guides, hip 
belts, and the Evoflex™– the ultimate 
evolution in pelvic positioning.                                                      

Pelvic Positioning
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The Bodypoint brand is synonymous with innovative design and high 
quality secondary support solutions for wheelchair users. To add to 
this quality assurance, Bodypoint products are rigorously tested to ISO 
standards. Their belts are available in a variety of buckles with either two 
points or four points of attachment providing for individual needs. The 
2-point and 4-point belts come with different pull types such as centre 
pull, dual pull, and rear pull to correct various postural conditions like 
pelvic obliquity, rotation, and anterior/posterior tendencies.

What makes Bodypoint pelvic positioning belts the best? 
 
Bodypoint pelvic positioning belts are made from webbing unique to Bodypoint, which is stiff enough to thread easily through the hardware 
without slipping, yet is soft on the skin. The tight weaved webbing resists ingress of food, dust, bacteria, and is stain resistant making it an 
excellent option for kids. The patented laminar pads contour to the body shape, preventing them from digging into soft tissues. They have a 
wrinkle-free lining with a soft binding material giving maximum comfort – which is gentle on the child’s skin. 

Webbing Depth

Bodypoint has introduced a new standardised means to measure pelvic positioning belts. This enables prescribers to match the needs and 
measures of the contact surfaces of the belt padding with the user's needs.

*All Bodypoint pelvic positioning belts have been redescribed to this standard

Webbing Depth Total Pad Width Pad Depth
S (1”) Webbing Depth (25 mm)    32 cm     4 cm

S (1”) Webbing Depth (25 mm)    38 cm     5 cm

M (1.5”) Webbing Depth  (38 mm)    36 cm     6 cm

M (1.5”) Webbing Depth  (38 mm)    40 cm     6 cm

Bodypoint® Pelvic Positioning Belts

New Standard to Describe Pelvic Positioning Belts*

Total Pad Width

Pad Depth
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The Evoflex is an evolution in pelvic positioning. The biggest advantage of the Evoflex is that it does not fall into the dirty zone 
of a chair, and is ready to hand. It is a combination of three innovative designs - Bodypoint buckles which are durable, 
the sub ASIS pads (see below), and the uniquely designed end straps and mounting system which keeps the 
belt from falling into the wheels. The end straps accommodate for adjustments depending on the size of 
the child, and can be mounted on almost any wheelchair. It can be pivoted away to facilitate transfers. 

Sub ASIS Pads Slip-on Pads 

The cushioned slip-on pads allow 
you to add additional relief and 
skin protection where needed. To 
be attached to belts and harnesses.

Bodypoint Evoflex™ – the Ultimate in Pelvic Positioning

What makes the Evoflex the best choice? 
        Unique, stiffened end straps keep the Evoflex from twisting or falling into the wheels
        Slim, tapered strap design improves stability by allowing a closer fit
        Simple, low-profile fastener fits into even the tightest places

Combined with Sub ASIS pads, 
our hook & loop compatible belts 
provide two firm points of contact 
with the pelvis. The result is greatly 
enhanced stability and improved 
control of obliquity and rotation 
while minimising abdominal 
compression. They also provide 
space for gastric tubing.
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Assistance with Leg Abduction – Bodypoint Leg Harness  

Bodypoint’s leg harness offers assistance with leg abduction, reduces rotation and 
obliquities, and controls thrusting, while permitting upper body movement. It also 
permits anterior/posterior range of movement of the pelvis, often a desirable activity. 

Measure from the Anterior Superior Iliac Spine (ASIS) 
to the point where the inner thigh touches the seat.

Size Chart

Bodypoint Evoflex™ – the Ultimate in Pelvic Positioning

Low profile and non-obstructive
Laminar pads reduce the risk of skin irritation
Easily adjustable

Measuring for a Leg Harness

Small Fits 8 - 11” (20-28 cm)

Medium Fits 11 - 14” (28-36 cm) 

Large Fits 14 - 16” (36-41 cm)

Measuring for Pelvic Positioning Belts
Using a flexible measuring tape, 
measure the distance over the 
body – this corresponds to the 
belts padded length (see new 
standard to belts section and 
describe pelvic positioning 
on p 39).
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Varilite is dedicated toward making premium and innovative seating solutions to enhance the lifestyle of customers. Through their Air 
Foam Flotation technology – a combination of air and foam, Varilite cushions deliver excellent stability, comfort, and pressure distribution 
in an ultra-lightweight seating solution. 

Lightweight and Fail Safe
The air in Varilite cushions supports the load, while the foam 
keeps the air in place, preserves shape, and prevents the cushion 
from bottoming out. This combination of air and foam makes 
the cushion fail safe. 

Self-inflating valve releases the right amount of air   
and stops once optimal immersion is achieved
Optimal immersion means the cushion conforms   
to the body providing comfort and stability
Easy to use as the cushion automatically re-inflates
Durable and long-lasting 
Covers are water-resistant - a great cushion for kids

Lightweight and Fail Safe – Varilite® Cushions

Designed for a child’s body
Lightweight, compact, and simple to use
Multi-stiffness foam for immersion and stability

Non-intrusive thigh abductor for natural femoral position 
Easy to adjust valve that is opened to allow for the right 
amount of immersion
Covers are water-resistant

Skin Protection with Varilite Covers
Varilite covers enhance pressure distribution and promote circulation 
of air and water vapour, assisting the preservation of healthy skin. 
They are available in mesh and water-resistant. These covers protect 
the cushion from punctures, burns, and soiling. 

Varilite Junior Cushion Varilite Reflex Cushion

What makes a Varilite cushion the right choice?
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Self-inflating valve releases the right amount of air   
and stops once optimal immersion is achieved
Optimal immersion means the cushion conforms   
to the body providing comfort and stability
Easy to use as the cushion automatically re-inflates
Durable and long-lasting 
Covers are water-resistant - a great cushion for kids

Optimal Immersion for Better Posture
The foam of the cushion is bonded to a two-way fabric to allow 
maximum contouring and immersion of the body into the 
cushion. Different densities of foam support different areas of 
the pelvis and thigh, making these cushions really comfortable.

Low profile cushion, great for active kids and those who 
love sports as the Zoid is an active user cushion
Tapered shape makes it ideal for users with tight 
hamstrings and those who tuck their legs under the 
chair, as the shape protects their thighs
Extra firm foam increases lateral stability and 
sitting balance, and no thigh seperator means lower 
extremities can drift naturally into midline
With a height of only 2.5” (6 cm) the Zoid weighs less 
than 650 grams 
    

Easy to Use, Hassle-free Valves
Varilite cushions are available with a Standard or Pressure Setting 
Valve (PSV). The Standard Valve is released to achieve optimal 
immersion of the pelvis, after which it is closed. The PSV allows 
the user/OT to determine a pre-set position of desired immersion.

Superior comfort, promotes good posture, provides stability 
and support for children with compromised balance
Multi-stiffness foam with medial and lateral support 
minimises lower extremity rotation
Pelvic bucketing and a pre-ischial ridge to maintain the 
position of the pelvis

Thigh troughs promote a neutral femoral position

The wedge takes the weight off the ITs and distributes it 
under the thighs, for optimal pressure redistribution
Available in Standard and Pressure Setting Valve     
(pressure can be set to a desired level)

Varilite Zoid CushionVarilite Evolution Cushion
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Pull Type  
2-Point

Webbing
Depth

Pad 
Width

Small Metal 
Push Button

Push Button Rehab 
Latch

Side 
Release

Swivel 
Buckle

S (1") 32 cm 132538 100087 100254

S (1") 38 cm 109066† 108557 199753

M (1.5") 36cm 100070* 100100 101176

S (1") 38 cm 108717

M (1.5") 46 cm 108632

S (1") 38 cm 109165† 108861   

M (1.5") 40 cm 110987* 111205  111090   

           Evoflex™

S (1") 38 cm 105211†   100179

*Also accepts the 165635 reduced access or 100353 security covers.   † Small Metal Push Button, accepts 
176525 Security Cover.

Dual Pull

Rear Pull

Centre Pull

Centre Pull

Pull Type Webbing
Depth

Pad 
Width

Small Metal 
Push Button

Centre Pull S (1") 38 cm    110444†

 Pull Type Webbing 
Depth

Pad Width Small Metal Push 
Button

Plastic Side 
Release

Centre Pull S (1") 38 cm  110901†    

Dual Pull S (1") 38 cm 110741

 Pull Type
 2-Point

Webbing 
Depth

Push 
Button

Rehab 
Latch

Plastic Side
Release

 Centre Pull
S (1")  101022

M (1.5") 188269*  105167     101107

4-Point Hook & Loop Compatible Belts

2-Point Hook & Loop Compatible Belts

Non-padded Belts

Description Code

Small (4”) 149031

Sub ASIS Pads (Pair)

Description Code

Small (1”) 148355

Medium (1.5”) 148591

Slip-on Pads

Description Code

Small 141325

Medium 141561

Leg Harness

Pull Type  
4-Point

Webbing
Depth

Pad 
Width

Small Metal 
Push Button

Push Button Rehab 
Latch

Side 
Release

Swivel 
Buckle

S (1") 32 cm 132453†    

S (1") 38 cm 109936† 109448 108090

M (1.5") 36 cm 100131*

S (1") 38 cm 109622

S (1") 38 cm 110055† 109707

M (1.5") 40 cm 111397* 111670 111519

4-Point Padded Pelvic Positioning Belts

Centre 
Pull

Dual Pull

Rear Pull

Bodypoint Hip Belts and Leg Harnesses – Order Codes 
2-Point Padded Pelvic Positioning Belts
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Size Cushion + Cover
Code

10” x10” 70020J

10” x 12” 70220J

11” x 11” 71120J

11” x 13” 71320J

12” x 12” 72220J

Size Cushion + Cover
Code

Spare Cover 
Code

12”x12” 74522 05534

12”x14” 74524 05535

14”x14” 74544 05536

14”x16” 74546 05537

14”x18” 74548 05538

14”x20” 74540 05539

15”x15” 74555 05540

15”x17” 74557 05541

16”x14” 74564 05542

16”x16” 74566 05543

Size Cushion 
+ Cover 
Code

Spare Cover 
Code 

12”x14” Code 04623

14”x14” 74410 04643

14”x16” 74610 04645

14”x18”  74810 04681

14”x20” 74010 04682

15”x15” 75510 04683

15”x17” 75710 04684

16”x14” 76410 04689

16”x16” 76610 04665

Evolution Std with Mesh Cover

Size Cushion + 
Cover Code

Spare Cover Code 

12”x14” 72425 04624

14”x14” 74425 04644

14”x16” 74625 04646

14”x18”  74826 04690

14”x20” 74026 04691

15”x15” 75525 04692

15”x17” 75725 04695

16”x14” 76425 04696

16”x16” 76625 04666

Evolution PSV with Water-Resistant Cover

Size Cushion 
+ Cover 
Code

Spare Cover 
Code 

12”x14” 72415 04623

14”x14” 74415 04643

14”x16” 74615 04645

14”x18”  74816 04681

14”x20” 74016 04682

15”x15” 75515 04683

15”x17” 75715 04684

16”x14” 76415 04689

16”x16” 76615 04665

Evolution PSV with Mesh Cover

Size Cushion + Cover
Code

Spare Cover Code 

12”x14” 72420 04624

14”x14” 74420 04644

14”x16” 74620 04646

14”x18”  74820 04690

14”x20” 74020 04691

15”x15” 75520 04692

15”x17” 75720 04695

16”x14” 76420 04696

16”x16” 76620 04666

Evolution Std with Water-Resistant Cover

Size Cushion + Cover
Code

Spare Cover 
Code 

12”x8” 32800 04651

12”x12” 32200 04652

12”x14” 32400 04653

14”x14”  34400 04654

14”x16” 34600 04655

14”x18” 34800 04697

15”x15” 35500 04698

15”x17” 35700 04699

16”x16” 36600 04656

Zoid with Mesh Cover

Size Cushion + 
Cover Code

Spare Cover 
Code 

12”x8” 32810          –

12”x12” 32210          –

12”x14” 32410 04712

14”x14” 34410 04715

14”x16” 34610 04719

14”x18”  34810 04720

15”x15” 35510 04721

15”x17” 35710 04722

16”x16” 36610 04725

Zoid with Water-Resistant Cover

Varilite Cushions – Order Codes  
Junior with Water-Resistant Cover

Reflex with Water-Resistant Cover
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Lower Body Positioning
It is essential to position the lower body 
correctly, as the lower body affects the 
positioning of the pelvis, balance of the 
body, and freedom for movement of 
the upper body. BES offers a range of 
lower body secondary supports such as 
adductors and abductors, thigh guides, 
ankle supports, and more.
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Bodypoint Ankle Huggers offer the right fit every time with a low profile ergo-latch buckle and easy hook and loop adjustment. The 
material is designed to resist dirt and ingress from getting trapped. Soft, wrinkle-free edges are great for children as they are kind on 
the skin. Contrasting colour stitching helps identify the flexible end-tab which enables quick fastening. 

Bodypoint® – Ankle Huggers™

Thicker webbing for 
improved handling 

The new strap allows for hook 
and loop adjustment, and the 
new material will not trap dirt

Contrasting colour 
stitching on end-tabs 
for easy identification

Low profile Ergo-latch 
for easy adjustment 
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As part of the abductor range used to separate the leg or thigh region and 
improve hip alignment, Stealth offers an adjustable medial abductor. This 
allows for adjustment of the pads at multiple angles and planes. The purpose 
of this adjustment is to allow for a more natural fit, and comfort for the user. 

These should not be used to stop a child from slipping out of their chair, a hip 
belt should be used along with abductors.

Adjustable Abductor with Dual Pads

Medial Thigh Supports – Abductor

Abductors are popular solutions used to separate the legs or thigh region, improving 
hip alignment, positioning the pelvis correctly, and promoting better posture. 
Medial Thigh Supports are available with Oval or Wedge shaped pads with fixed 
or flip down hardware, depending on needs. 

These should not be used to stop a child from slipping out of their chair, a hip 
belt should be used along with abductors.

Stealth is known for its huge range of durable secondary support accessories from head to toe. Within the Stealth range is an array of 
medial and lateral pelvic and thigh supports that cater for positioning needs of the lower body, providing stability and improving posture. 

Stealth – Medial Supports 
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Just as there are times when a youngster needs thigh abductors to help keep their femurs appropriately aligned for the hip joints, there 
are times when it is appropriate to have lateral supports in place to stop the legs abducting too far. Stealth Adductor Pads and mounting 
hardware cover your needs in this arena as well. Much of the hardware offered for thoracic lateral supports can also be used for mounting 
adduction pads. Thus you can offer either fixed position or swingaway mounts for the pads.

Lateral Thigh Support – Adductors

Some children do not need a high level of adduction but instead need a prompt for their thigh, just enough for them to push their legs back 
into midline. Stealth provides a knee adductor which can be attached to the tubing of the wheelchair using Stealth mounting hardware, and 
can be positioned to work as a prompt. They feature adjustable rotating pads that can be mounted at any angle.

Lateral Knee Adductors
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Description Code

Small Calf Panel 169213

Medium Calf Panel 169145

Calf Panels 

Description Code

Toe Straps (pair)  184681

Toe Straps

Aeromesh® Calf Panels and Calf Straps

Aeromesh® Calf Panels and Calf Straps are made of Bodypoint’s® proprietary Aeromesh® fabric which allows air flow while maintaining the 
shape for a better fit. With great pressure distribution and durability, the Aeromesh® Calf Supports are a dependable solution for supporting 
the lower legs and controlling flexion without risk of bruising. They are lightweight but durable, and have easy-opening straps for quick 
adjustments to ensure better fit. 

Toe Straps
To limit aggressive foot rotation and dorsiflexion, Bodypoint’s® durable toe straps can be added to Ankle Huggers for more complete control. 
Fully adjustable along their length, they can be trimmed shorter as needed. 

Aeromesh Calf StrapAeromesh Calf Panel

Description Code

Small Calf Strap 164027

Medium Calf Strap 163723

Calf Straps 
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Lower Body Positioning Order Codes 

Description Code

5.5 - 6.75” (14 - 17 cm) 102401

6.5 - 8” (16.5 - 20 cm) 102371

7.5 - 9.25” (19 -23.5 cm) 102364

Ankle Huggers

Select Mounting Hardware

Description Code
Fixed Hardware MTHW-600

Flip Down Hardware MTHW-610

Flip Down Hardware with Links MTHW-630

Select Pad

Wedge Shaped Small MTMD-12

Wedge Shaped Medium MTMD-13

Oval Shaped Extra Small MTMD-21

Oval Shaped Small MTMD-22

Oval Shaped Medium MTMD-23

Adjustable with Dual Pads MTMD-42

Medial Thigh Supports - Abductors

Select Mounting Hardware

Description Code
Fixed Hardware Standard Profile 4” LNHW100

Fixed Hardware High Profile 6” LNHW101

Flip Down Link Hardware - Left TWBADD-L

Flip Down Link Hardware - Right TWBADD-R

Thin Flip Down Link Hardware - Left TWBTLADD-L

Thin Flip Down Link Hardware - Right TWBTLADD-R

Thin Flip Down Link Hardware - Left (extra link) TWBSTLADD-L

Thin Flip Down Link Hardware - Right (extra link) TWBSTLADD-R

Select Pad
3 x 6” Pad TWBADD-3x6

4 x 8” Pad TWBADD-4x8

4 x 10” Pad TWBADD-4x10

4 x 12” Pad TWBADD-4x12

Lateral Thigh Supports - Adductors

Select Mounting Hardware

Description Code
Mounting Hardware for 1” tubing KN1ADD

Mounting Hardware for 1 1/4” tubing KN1ADD-1 1/4

Mounting Hardware for 1 3/8” tubing KN1ADD- 1 3/8

Mounting Hardware with track mount 
(allows for a flip down mechanism)

KN1ADD-TRK

Select Pad
3” diameter round knee pad KN1ADD3

4” diameter round knee pad KN1ADD4

Curved 3 x 10” knee pad - Left KN1ADD3x10-L

Curved 3 x 10” knee pad - Right KN1ADD3x10-R

Lateral Knee Adductors

KN1ADD-TRK KN1ADD3 KN1ADD3x10-L

LNHW100 TWBADD-L TWBTLADD-L TWBSTLADD-L

A B C D

Wedge S 3” 4” 3” 2”

Wedge M 4.5” 5” 3” 2”

Oval XS 2.5” 3.5” 3”

Oval S 3” 4” 3”

Oval M 4.5” 5” 3”

Dimensions for Medial Thigh Pads

Wedge Shaped Oval Shaped
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BES offers simple solutions for children 
who need help to sit correctly in a chair, 
whether that be at home or in school. 
Getting seating right positively impacts 
a child’s ability to interact with others 
at school and home, perform important 
learning and development tasks, and 
gain more independence. 

BES brings to you the Breezi Range of 
high chairs which have helped children 
to sit correctly at the dinner table with 
the rest of the family, integrate with 
their classmates at school, and become 
independent.

Seating Solutions
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Breezi – a Chair that Grows with your Child
Built and assembled in the UK, the Breezi range of chairs are neat pieces of craftsmanship that can be incorporated into any home, 
school, college, or nursery. Every chair can be used as a simple seating solution, or made bespoke to meet the needs of each child. 
These chairs can be used to help children with mild to moderate needs, including those with postural and behavioural difficulties. 
The Breezi range grows with the child, is modular, can be configured to the child’s body, and has a large range of support accessories 
to ensure that the child’s posture is well maintained. 

Why choose from the Breezi range?

Manoeuvrability

Stability  Accessories
 

Functional Chair      

Wooden DesignAdjustability

Offering a range of seat depth options 
and interchangeable  Z-legs, the chairs 
are easily adjustable to grow with the 
child – catering for all sizes.

Breezi chairs are as stable as they come, 
with longer length feet compared to 
other chairs on the market. This helps 
prevent them from tipping over.

Head to toe support accessories are 
available to create the optimal seating 
position for the individual. Upholstered 
accessories can be purchased in a variety 
of colours and fabrics.

Various mounted castor options enable 
easy manoeuvrability, making it 
convenient for carers to move the chair 
wherever needed, in school and at home.

Wood has natural antibacterial properties, 
and is easy to clean. Breezi chairs can be 
incorporated easily into the home. 

Breezi chairs are made for everyday 
use, enabling activities such as eating, 
learning, play, and communication, 
while improving interaction and 
comfort. 
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Things to consider when selecting your Breezi Chair

Select the Width of your Chair

                 When selecting a Breezi chair for a child, it is important to consider factors such as the height of the child, support surface, 
growth needs, etc. We have listed these certain considerations below. This should help you choose the right chair for the child needs. 

The Breezi chair is available in three heights; Teezi Breezi, Breezi, and Breezi Max. The height of the chair is determined by the following 

The Breezi chair is available in Narrow, Medium, and Wide. 
The width of the chair is determined by the following factors: 

Generally, a standard Teezi Breezi is Narrow width, a Breezi is Medium width, and a Breezi Max is Wide width. 
The Breezi range is highly customisable which means it can be designed around the child’s needs. We can create what we call Hybrid chairs taking 
into account the above considerations. Hybrid chairs can be mixed and matched, for example, a Teezi in a Medium width with slightly larger seat 
and footplates. 

BES has a team of expert Assistive Technology Specialists, who can provide demos, training, and assessments to ensure you get the right 
equipment for the child. Contact BES at info@beshealthcare.net or call 01179 666 761 for more information.

The child’s height 

The overall stability of the chair with the child in it 
(e.g. an energetic child in a tall narrow chair could be unstable)

The impact of additional accessories 
(e.g. thigh pads will reduce the width of the seat)

The child’s growth needs

Select the Height of your Chair

The child’s level of mobility The child’s growth needs

The height of the table/surface where the child will use the chair
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Things to consider when selecting your Breezi Chair

The seat plate position will be dictated by the child’s size and the work surface where they will be seated. As a very rough rule 
of thumb the distance between the seat plate and the work surface is approximately 20cm. The Foot plate needs to be placed 
so that the child’s feet are firmly in contact with it, forming a 90 degree angle at the knee.

Consider the following factors when selecting the seat plate:

Select the Foot Plate
Consider the following factors when selecting the foot 
plate:

Select the Seat Plate

The seat plate must support the full length of the 
child’s upper leg

Consider the growth needs of the child

Other supports could impact 
the seat depth e.g. a corner 
back will reduce the seat 
depth so you may require 
a deeper seat plate to 
compensate for this

How to Position the Seat and Foot Plate:

The angle of the chair’s legs provides a natural stepping 
angle between the seat and foot plate. However, in 
most cases it is advisable to select a foot plate that 
is the next size up from the seat plate

Consider the child’s ability 
to step up into the chair 
themselves

Consider whether any 
foot positioning items 
are needed and their 
placement on the footplate

Description Choice of Seat Plates

Narrow Width Chair 11” and 13” plates

Medium Width Chair 12” and 14” plates

Wide Width Chair 14” and 16” plates

Description Choice of Foot Plates

Narrow Width Chair 11” and 13” plates

Medium Width Chair 12” and 14” plates

Wide Width Chair 14” and 16” plates
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Select the Back Support

A high back rail is used to raise the 
height of the chair’s back rest to 
allow the mounting of a shoulder 
harness, or when the child is sitting in 
a high seat position. High back rails 
can also be mounted upside-down 
(inverted) to provide support behind 
the pelvis. High back rail cushions are 
available for added comfort.

Standard Back Rail
All chairs come with a standard back 
rail. The standard back rail is used as a 
back rest for children who do not need 
any particular upper body support. 
Standard back rail cushions can be 
added for additional comfort.

Cornerback
The cornerback offers a snug fit and 
more lateral thoracic support to 
the child. It comes in three styles; 
standard, narrow, and high. A high 
cornerback may be recommended for 
a taller child.

A high back pad is used as an upright  
back for children who need some 
comfort but do not need the level of 
thoracic lateral support a corner back 
can offer. It can also be used when the 
child needs a prompt for the head, but 
not a full head rest.  

High Back Rail

High Back Pad
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Select the Back Support

High Back Pad

Bodypoint® ISO tested belts, in conjunction with the Breezi range, provide excellent pelvic 
support and improve reach. A range of sizes and buckle types are available. Belts should 
be mounted at 80+ degrees to promote reach and prevent ‘submarining’ which can cause 
potential strangulation. See pp 39 - 40 for more information on Bodypoint belts.

Hip Belts

Select a Pelvic Positioning Support

Thigh pads are used to help control 
the width of the seated area of 
the chair to allow the child to stay 
centred. These can be removed 
as the child grows. We offer two 
lengths and heights of pads, and an 
alternative mounting option.

Knee Abductor (Pommel)
Knee abductors should be used to 
discourage tendencies of adduction. 
It can be mounted directly to the 
seat plate or via the quick release 
mount for easy transfers. Knee 
Abductors are misused too often 
as a positioning device to prevent 
submarining and sliding. Use a hip 
belt for positioning purposes.

A pre-ischial ridge cushion is used to prevent the pelvis from sliding forward into a posterior 
pelvic tilt. It can be added to help with the child’s posture and reduce undue pressures on 
the anterior of the ITs. If you do decide to add a cushion to the Breezi, a pre-ischial ridge 
will help sit the child correctly, and make the seat comfortable. 

Pre-ischial Ridge Cushion

Thigh Pads
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Breezi is available with a Chest Strap that can be used for upper body support. Breezi is 
also compatible with Bodypoint PivotFit and Stayflex harnesses. See pp 31 - 33 for more 
information. It is necessary to use a high back rail to mount a harness correctly, and to 
encourage good posture.

Please Note: Upper body supports should only be used in conjunction with a hip belt. 

The first step to ensuring the child’s lower body is positioned correctly, is to get the height 
and depth of the footplate right in relation to the seat plate. This will enable a good seating 
base. There are various lower body supports from Bodypoint that are compatible with the 
Breezi range of chairs. See p 47 for Lower Body positioning supports.

Positioning of the head is important for  
a multitude of functions (see pp 5 - 7). 

For children with limited head control we 
offer two simple head rests as part of the 
Breezi range; the Simple Flat, and Head 
Pad with Wings.

Flat Head Pad With WingsSimple Flat

Select an Upper Body Positioning Support

Choose a Positioning Support

Select a Head Rest

Select a Lower Body Positioning Support

The Flat head rest is a 
cushioned pad that is 
mounted on the Breezi 
back rail. It provides a 
comfortable area to rest 
the head on, when the 
child is tired. 

The Flat Head Pad with 
Wings provides lateral 
support to the head when 
needed. It also acts as a 
prompt to help the child 
bring the head back into 
midline. 
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Choose a Positioning Support Select Additional Accessories

Stabilising Skis
Stablising Skis primarily offer additional stability at the front and back of the chair with some 
degree of lateral stability. These are mounted to the outside of the Z-legs. Despite the name 
these “skis” are not designed to aid in sliding the chair – they are purely leg extensions for stability. 

The skis are usually needed for chairs that are configured to be bigger or higher e.g. with 
Breezi Max Z-Legs or on a chair where the child is particularly energetic and likely to rock the chair.

Trays
Trays are available for all three sizes of the Breezi range. They simply hook over the back rail for 
easy attachment and removal. The height of the tray is dictated by the tray arms which come 
in two lengths, and can be fine tuned using spacer blocks. Ideally an assessment is needed to 
establish the correct setup. For children who might be tempted to lift the tray themselves, tray 
retaining straps are available to fix the tray in place. Padding is available for both the upper and 
under side of the tray.  If you plan to fit a tray onto the chair, please do consider the height of the 
tray, for example if the tray is positioned too high the child may find it difficult to work or eat. 

Grab rails can be mounted directly to 
the tray. Grab rails can provide sensory 
signals for children who feel the need to 
hold onto something. 

Arm Rests are mounted in the same 
way as trays. Please note: if you mount 
an arm rest you cannot mount a tray 
and vice versa. 

Grab Rails Arm Rests
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Mobile Options
If you require the Breezi to be mobile allowing it to be moved from room to room, we offer a range of mobile options.

Skis with Castors
Castor wheels can be mounted under the stabilising skis to help move the chair from one 
place to another. Adding castors will raise the height of the chair. This needs to be taken into 
consideration as it will impact the distance between the seat and the work surface, and the 
child’s ability to get in and out of the chair independently. 

Low Level Mobile Frame
Similarly to the skis, castor wheels can be mounted on a low-level mobile frame. This has been 
designed is such a way that it only raises the chair to minimal amount, removing the need to 
readjust seat or foot plates.

Mobile Base
A Mobile Base is a solid board with castors to which the chair is mounted. It increases the height 
of the chair similar to skis with castors, but the advantage of a solid board is that it fills the gap 
under chair which can aid the child to independently get in and out of the chair. 

Please Note: All Breezi chairs offered with castors have brakes on them for safety. 
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If you require the Breezi to be mobile allowing it to be moved from room to room, we offer a range of mobile options.

Push Handles
Height adjustable Push Handles are available for all of our mobile options. They mount 
to the Z-leg uprights of the chair. Push handles are useful when the chair is likely to be 
moved around regularly such as in schools or nurseries. They can also be used when 
manual handling proves difficult. 

Upholstery
Cushioning is available for a range of accessories with Ultra Faux leather as standard. Other colours are available on request. 
Uphostered items include: Seat Cushions, Standard Back Rail Pads, High Back Rail Pad, High Back Pad, Cornerback Padding, 
Thigh Pads, Pommel, Head Supports, Tray Pads, etc.

Mille Mova
The Millie Mova can be used as a convenient way to move the chair in and out from 
under the table, even with the child in the chair. It is not designed to be a mobility device 
to move the chair from one room to another. 

We offer the tilt-back option if there is a need to tilt the chair and move it from one 
room to another with the child seated in it. Note: This is mainly used on the Breezi Max, 
and occasionally on the Breezi Standard.
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Teezi Breezi Breezi Std Breezi Max
Width of the chair 16” (42 cm) 18” (46 cm) 51 cm (20”)

Depth of the chair 21” (53 cm) 24” (62 cm) 69 cm (27”)

Height of the chair 26” (65 cm) 30” (76 cm) 93 cm (37”)

Seat plate height (min. – max.) 5.5 - 17”  (14 - 43 cm)
at 1” (3 cm) intervals

6 - 21” (15 - 53 cm)
at 1” (3 cm) intervals

6.2 - 26.7” (16 - 68 cm)
at 1” (3 cm) intervals

Seat plate depth 11” (28 cm) / 13” (33 cm) 12” (31 cm) / 14” (35.5 cm) 14” (36 cm) / 16” (41 cm)

Foot plate height (min. – max.) 4 - 16” (11 - 40 cm)
at 1” (3 cm) intervals

13 cm (5”) - 50 cm (19.5”)
at 1” (3 cm) intervals

5 - 25.5” 13 - 65 cm
at 1” (3 cm) intervals

Foot plate depth 11” (28 cm) / 13” (33 cm) 12” (31 cm) / 14” (35.5 cm) 14” (36 cm) / 16” (41 cm)

Max weight of chair 13 kg 15 kg 17 kg

Max user weight 65 kg 75 kg 85 kg

Dimension for the Breezi Range 

Head Supports

Description Order Code
Head Support with wings DCBR125

Flat Head Support DCBR125F

Flat Head Support with slots for use with harness DCBR125F-H

Flat Head Support for use with corner back DCBR125F-CB

Extra long height adjustable Head Support with wings DCBR125L

Flat Head Support with wings, extra long and height adjustable DCBR125FL

Chest Straps *

Description Order Code
Baby Chest Strap DCBR101

Baby Chest Strap with clip DCBR101C

Free-standing Chest Strap DCBR110

Free-standing Chest Strap with clip DCBR110C

Chest Strap for use with Cornerback DCU121

Chest Strap for use with Cornerback with clip DCU121C

PivotFit Standard Harness PivotFit Dynamic Harness

Size Front Pull Rear Pull Size Front Pull Rear Pull

Extra Extra Small 181307 111939 Extra Extra Small 125721 106393

Extra Small 181161 112547 Extra Small 128937 106775

Small 166311 114145 Small 125653 107765

PivotFit Harnesses *

Size
Front Pull 

w/  Zip
Front Pull 
w/o Zip

Rear Pull 
w/  Zip

Rear Pull 
w/o zip

Extra Small              – 124359               – 159245

Small 123819 115203 168919 157883

Stayflex Trunk Support *

*All Harnesses and Chest Straps should always be used with Hip Belts.

Breezi Dimensions and Order Codes
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Description Code Description Code
Breezi standard Back Rail DCBR100-2 Max High Back Rail (ask for 

inverted if needed)
DCBR103M

Teezi standard Back Rail DCBR100TB-2 High Back Rail Cushion DCBR119D

Max standard Back Rail DCBR100M-2 Inverted Back Rail Cushion DCBR119DI

Breezi standard Back Rail 
cushion (per strip)

DCBR105 Narrow Cornerback DCBR107P

Teezi standard Back Rail 
cushion (per strip)

DCBR105TB Standard Cornerback DCBR129P

Max standard Back Rail cushion 
(per strip)

DCBR105M High Cornerback DCBR129P/2

Breezi High Back Rail 
(ask for inverted if needed)

DCBR103 High Back Pad DCBR104

Teezi High Back Rail 
(ask for inverted if needed)

DCBR103TB

Back Options

Description Order Code

Small 32 cm pad width, Swivel Buckle Centre Pull 2-point Belt 101060

Small 38 cm pad width, 2-point Swivel Buckle Centre Pull Belt 101077

Small 32 cm pad width, 2-point Metal Push Button Centre Pull Belt 132538

Small 38 cm pad width, 2-point Metal Push Button Centre Pull Belt 109066

Small 2-point Non-padded Side Release Belt 101022

Security Cover for Bodypoint Metal Push Button Buckles 176525

Pelvic Positioning Belts and Buckles

Description Order Code
Short Thigh Pad (7.5 cm height & 5” length), pair DCBR122

Long Thigh Pad (7.5 cm height & 8” length), pair DCBR122L

Double Height (15 cm), Long Thigh Pad, pair DCBR122XH

Thigh Pad Bracket (optional extra, not required for standard mounting) DCBR122HM

Thigh Pads

Pommels and Mounts

Description Order Code Description Order Code

For 9 x 15” Plate PL9X15C For  12 x 17” Plate PL12X17C

For 11 x 15” Plate PL11X15C For 14 x 17” Plate PL14X17C

For 13 x 15” Plate PL13X15C For 14 x 18” Plate PL14X18C

For 10 x 17” Plate PL10X17C For  16 x 18” Plate PL16X18C

Cushions for Seat Plate

Description Order Code Description Order Code
For 9 x 15” Plate PL9X15HC For  12 x 17” Plate PL12X17HC

For 11 x 15” Plate PL11X15HC For 14 x 17” Plate PL14X17HC

For 13 x 15” Plate PL13X15HC For  14 x 18” Plate PL14X18HC

For 10 x 17” Plate PL10X17HC For  16 x 18” Plate PL16X18HC

Half Cushions for Seat Plate*

Description Order Code

Pre-ischial Ridge Cushion for Teezi DCBR140TC

Pre-ischial Ridge Cushion for Breezi DCBR140BC

Pre-ischial Ridge Cushion for Max DCBR140MC

Pre-ischial Ridge Cushion used with Teezi Half Cushion* DCBR140THC

Pre-ischial Ridge Cushion used with Breezi/Max Half Cushion* DCBR140BMHC

Pre-Ischial Ridge Cushion

Description Order Code

3.3” (8.5 cm) Diameter Pommel DCBR118

2.3” (6 cm) Diameter Pommel DCBR118B

Quick Release Pommel Mount with fixing(excludes pommel) – optional DCBR118D

*To be used with hip belts and thigh pads.
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Description Order Code
Extra Small Ankle Hugger 102401

Small Ankle Hugger 102371

Ankle Huggers™

Description Order Code
Breezi Adjustable Tray DCBR120

Low Breezi Adjustable Tray with long arms DCBR120L

Teezi Adjustable Tray DCBR120TB

Low Teezi Adjustable Tray with long arms DCBR120TBL

Max Adjustable Tray DCBR120M

Low Max Adjustable Tray with long arms DCBR120ML

Breezi Adjustable Tray with deep cut out DCBR120D

Low Breezi Adjustable Tray with deep cut out and long arms DCBR120DL

Teezi Adjustable Tray with deep cut out DCBR120DTB

Low Teezi Adjustable Tray with deep cut out and long arms DCBR120DTBL

Max Adjustable Tray with deep cut out DCBR120DM

Low Max Adjustable Tray with deep cut out and long arms DCBR120DML

Pad for Tray - one size fits all DCBR120PAD

Tray Retaining Straps, pair DCBR135

Additional Accessories - Trays 

Description Order Code
Breezi/Teezi Armrests (Pair) - for use without a tray DCBR120AR

Max Armrests (Pair) - for use without a tray DCBR120ARM

Additional Accessories - Armrests 

Description Order Code
Teezi/Breezi/Max Full Length Grab Rail for Tray DCU123

Additional Accessories - Grab Rail

Description Order Code
Millie-Mova DCU63

Push handles DCU132

Stabilising Skis
Breezi (pair) DCU117

Teezi (pair) DCU117TB

Max (pair) DCU117M

Stabilising Skis with Castors
Breezi (pair) DCU117C

Teezi (pair) DCU117TBC

Max (pair) DCU117MC

Low Level Mobile Frame
Extra Small (Teezi) DCU127XS

Small  (Breezi) DCU127S

Medium (Max) DCU127M

Mobile Base
Teezi (with castors) DCBR133TB

Breezi (with castors) DCBR133

Max (with castors) DCBR133M

Mobility Options

For sizes of the Breezi range please 
see our configuration form. 
Scan the QR Code to download the 
form or use this link: goo.gl/tG9pEL

Scan QR code for a Breezi Order Form
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Goodwood can be used as a good starter chair for growing children, or as a seating solution for those who require extra 
support while seated in a chair. Its wooden design and neat craftsmanship means the chair can fit into any environment 
such as at school, at home, or even in a nursery. Goodwoods are easily adjustable with just one tool. Goodwood chairs offer 
the ability to attach optional accessories to cater to the child’s needs. Comfortable, contoured cushioned seating combined 
with easy adjustability make Goodwood chairs a go-to option for therapists. 

Three most commonly used set-ups

Goodwood Seating Chair

1 2 3

Simple Design       Aesthetically Pleasing        Functional Chair        Postural Support      Available in 5 sizes  
    

Recline Position with Anti-tip Bar, 
Seat and Back Cushions, and Height 
Adjustable Footplate.

Basic Model Chair with a Seat Cushion 
and Height Adjustable Footplate. 

Active Forward Tilt Position with Seat 
and Back Cushions, and Height 
Adjustable Footplate.
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Width Reduction Pads Push Handles Head Support

Width reduction pads can be used to 
provide a snug fit in the chair, and can be 
used to cater for growth.

Push Handles with castors can be used to 
move a child in the chair from one room 
to another. They can also be used when 
manual handling proves to be difficult.

The head support is contoured and provides 
lateral support as well as a rest to lean on 
when tired. 

Additional Accessories

Heel Stop Anti-tip Bar Trays and Grab Rails

If a child has the tendency to push their 
feet backward, which can affect the 
position of the pelvis, a heel stop is a 
great option.

An anti-tip bar prevents the chair from 
tipping forward, when the chair is in recline 
position.

Trays can be used for day-to-day activities 
such as eating, playing, painting, etc. Grab 
rails can be used to hold onto when needed.
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Hip Belt Ankle Huggers Corner Backs

Hip Belts can be used to position the 
pelvis in the chair and to promote reach. 
The Bodypoint range of hip belts, when 
combined with the Goodwood, makes for a 
good seating setup for school or at home.

Ankle Huggers are great for stabilising the feet 
while allowing for controlled movement. 
Ankle Huggers when combined with a well 
positioned pelvis can provide greater stability. 

The cornerback offers a snug fit and 
more lateral thoracic support to the child. 
Available in standard and high options. 
High conerbacks are suitable for taller 
children.

Upper Body Harnesses Millie Mova Other Mobile Options

Chest Straps and Bodypoint® Harnesses 
enable good upper body control and 
correct posture. To be used in conjunction
with a hip belt.

It is a convenient way to move the chair in and 
out from under the table, even with the child 
in the chair. 

Other mobile options such as low level 
mobile frames with castors, and mobile 
bases are available to move a chair from 
room to room. 
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Goodwood 2 Goodwood 3 Goodwood 4 Goodwood 5 Goodwood 6
Seat Width 11” (28 cm) 13” (32.8 cm) 15” (38 cm) 17” (43 cm) 19” (48 cm)

Seat Plate Depth 12” (31 cm) 15” (37 cm) 16” (41.6 cm) 18.5” (47 cm) 20” (51 cm)

Chair Depth 11 - 13” (28 - 33 cm) 12 - 15” (31 - 39.3 cm) 16.5 - 20” (41.9 - 50.8 cm) 17 - 19” (44 - 49 cm) 19 - 23.5” (49 - 60 cm)

Seat Height 10” (25.8 cm) 12” (30.8 cm) 15” (38.5 cm) 17.5” (45 cm) 20” (50.8 cm)

Back Rail Height 16.5” (42.5 cm) 21” (53 cm) 26” (66.5 cm) 30.5” (77.8 cm) 32” (82 cm)

Dimensions for Goodwood Chairs

Description Contoured Flat
1/2” (1.3 cm)           – GWX013F

1" (2.5 cm) GWX014C GWX014F

2" (5 cm) GWX015C GWX015F

3" (7.5cm) GWX016C GWX016F

Select Contoured or Flat Back Pad

Please add the size of the Goodwood in replacement of X when ordering. Example Goodwood 5 back pad (1”) GW5014C

Description Order Code

One Size GWX001

Contoured Seat Pad

Description Order Code
1/2” (1.3 cm) GWX013L

1" (2.5 cm) GWX014L

2" (5 cm) GWX015L

Back Pad with Sacral Support

Description Order Code
1/2” (1.3cm) GWX003

1" (2.5 cm) GWX004

2" (5 cm) GWX005

3" (7.5 cm) GWX006

Seat Width Reduction Pads (pair)

Description Order Code
1/2” (1.3cm) GWX003T

1" (2.5 cm) GWX004T

2" (5 cm) GWX005T

3" (7.5 cm) GWX006T

Tappered Width Reduction Pads (pair)

Description Order Code
Standard GWX045

High GWX047

Corner Back with Padding
Description Order Code
Flat only GWX036

With Wings GWX036A

Head Support Height Adjustable

Description Order Code

2.3” (6 cm) diameter GWU01

3.3” (8.5 cm) diameter GWU02 

Quick Release Mount only GWU03

Pommels with quick release mounts

Goodwood Dimensions

Goodwood Order Codes 
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Chest Straps *
Description Order Code

Chest Strap for use with Cornerback DCU121

Chest Strap for use with Cornerback with clip DCU121C

*All Harnesses and Chest Straps should always be used with   
 Hip Belts.

Goodwood Additional Accessories 
Description Order Code

Footboard GWX064

Spare front height raise feet assembly (small) GWU065

Spare front height raise feet assembly (large) GWU066

Armrests (pair) GWX002

Tray GWX027

Back spacer units 15mm (4 max) GWU018

Small Scolio Support Single GWU019S

Large Scolio Support Single GWU019L

Scolio Support Spacer units 10mm (3max) GWU020

Heelbar DCU112

Push Handles DCU132

Mobile Options

Description Order Code

Extra Small Low Level Mobile Frame DCU127XS

Small Level Mobile Frame DCU127S

Medium Low Level Mobile Frame DCU127M

Large Low Level Mobile Frame DCU127L

Extra Large Low Level Mobile Frame DCU127XL

Mobile Base - Goodwood 2 GW2067

Mobile Base - Goodwood 3 GW3067

Mobile Base - Goodwood 4 GW4067

Mobile Base - Goodwood 5 GW5067

Millie Mova DCU63

Please note: Certain Belts, Harnesses, 
and Supports are compatible with both 
Breezi Chairs and Goodwood Chairs. 
For Grab Rail, PivotFit Harness, 
Stayflex™ Trunk Support, Pelvic 
Positioning Belts, and Ankle Huggers, 
please visit pp 59 - 64. 

Goodwood Order Codes for Additional Accessories 
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Some children might need extra cushions and support in their chairs while seated. The JonVac seating range creates a firm 
mould around the child, moulding to their body shape, keeping them supported when needed. JonVac seating solutions are 
a great option for children with fixed postural deformities. They can be remoulded with a pump at anytime by just adding or 
extracting air. You can add a sheepskin cover to JonVac Seat and Back supports to make them comfortable and kind on the skin. 

Description Order Code
Back and Side, Head and Neck Support, Small without cover JVAC0011

Back and Side, Head and Neck Support, Large without cover JVAC021

Cover for Back and Side, Head and Neck Support, Small JVAC019

Cover for Back and Side, Head and Neck Support, Large JVAC021C

One-piece Basic Support Cushion 500 x 800 mm (Support can be used where 
needed. e.g. arm, lumbar, etc) JVAC015

Positioning Support Mattress 1880 x 900 x 12 mm JVAC016

Wedge 1800 x 1000 x 100/600 mm JVAC017

JonVac Foot Pump (comes with 1.5 m* tubing) JVAC018

JonVac Hand Pump JVAC003

JonVac Dual Electric Pump JVAC002

JonVac Seating 

JonVac Seating

You can add a sheepskin cover to JonVac Seat 
and Back supports to make them comfortable 
and kind on the skin. 

They are also available as bath supports. (see p 82)

*We can quote for an extra length tubing
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The Burnett vacuum system has been established for over 25 years providing postural support solutions for children and 
adults. These supports are made from sealed welded casing filled with micro beads which flow and mould to a child’s body 
shape, similar to a JonVac. This mould can be adapted to any changes in the child’s body shape or fixed deformities. Covers 
are provided for comfort. 

Description Size (cm) Order Code Mark
Junior full chair support * 106.7 x 88.9 BS1101 º

Infant full chair support * 76.2 x 73.6 BS1102 º

Infant pushchair support (bucket seat) * 73.7 x 35.5 BS1105

Junior pushchair support (bucket seat) *† 111.6 x 43.2 BS1106 º

Junior back, head, and side support  *† 88.8 x 66 BS1108 º

Junior full body car seat support  *† 106.7 x 108.9 BS1117 º

Lumbar support *† 25.4 x 55.9 BS1150

Back or seat support *† 50.8 x 50.8 BS1151

Child head and neck support * 34.0 x 29.0 BS1156

Small wedge prone support * 63.5 x 48.3 BS1140 º

Full length therapy mattress or theatre support * 188.0 x 76.2 BS1162 º

Half length therapy mattress or theatre support * 101.5 x 76.2 BS1163 º

Back and side support 68.6 x 45.7 BS1103 º

Small T-Cushion*‡ 66 x 25.5 BS1130

Medium T-Cushion*‡ 76.2 x 35.6 BS1131

W Cushion (leg adduction aid) foam - quilted 470x330x370 BS1165

W Cushion (leg adduction aid) foam - waterproof 470x330x370 BS1166

Hand pump complete with connector BS1178

Foot pump complete with connector BS1179

Items marked with a º are not suitable to use with a hand pump

*Add /CQ after code for black quilted cover
† Add /CF after code for white fleece (lambs wool) cover
‡Add /CV after code for black velour cover

Burnett Seating 

Burnett Seating 

–
–
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Tables
When thinking about seating a child 
correctly, it is important to think about 
the work surface they will be sitting at, 
along with the seating system. Tables that 
are too high or too low can encourage bad 
posture such as a kyphotic spine. Tables 
supplied by BES are height and angle 
adjustable to allow children to interact 
with their work surface comfortably, 
maintaining balance and good posture.
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BES manufactures tables that are height adjustable, allowing for optimum access and comfort. Height adjustments prevent 
shoulder and neck pain. These tables are easy to adjust, and are durable. We also offer multi-user tables which are suitable for 
schools or nurseries. Our tables are a great accompaniment to the Breezi range of chairs (p 53).

Description Order Code
Low - 17 - 29” Height Adjustable 063-110

High - 27 - 48” Height Adjustable 063-115

Low with cut out - 17 - 29” Height Adjustable 063-111

High with cut out - 27 - 48” Height Adjustable 063-112

Low with tilt top - 17 - 29” Height Adjustable 063-113

High with tilt top - 27 - 48” Height Adjustable 063-114

Tables by BES

Personal Tables
Personal tables have a simple design. They can be manually adjusted 
using the thumb screw on each side. To help children get closer to the 
table, we offer a cut out version. A tilt top version helps to bring books 
closer when children are reading, writing, or colouring. They are all 
available with optional castors which means they can be moved from 
one place to another. These castors have brakes to ensure the tables 
stay in place when in use.  

Personal Table with 
Breezi Chair

Personal Table with 
Tilt Top

Personal Tables
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The Variheight table is robust, has a simple design, and is height 
adjustable. The table tops are made from wood with a metal frame. 
These tables fit well with home furniture, and can also be used in 
schools and nurseries. They are available in two frame types, High 
and Low Line. 

You can choose between standard, cut-out, or split tilting table top. 
Castors are available with Variheight tables to move them from one 
place to another. Castors have brakes on them to ensure the table stays 
in place when a child is using it. 

Variheight Tables

Description Order Code

High - 26” - 36” Height Adjustable 063-070

Lowline - 12” - 27” Height Adjustable 063-080

High - 26” - 36” Height Adjustable with cut out 063-071

Lowline - 12” - 27” Height Adjustable with cut out 063-073

High - 26” - 36” Height Adjustable with tilt top 063-072

Lowline - 12” - 27” Height Adjustable with tilt top 063-074

Spare detachable handle 063-076

Variheight Tables

Variheight Lowline
Table

Variheight Tilt Top
Table
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In addition to tables manufactured by BES, we also provide Ropox Tables in the UK. They are highly
adjustable with a great combination of functionality and design. The two main ranges from the Ropox 
collection are Ergo Tables and Vision Tables. 

Ergo Tables – Meeting your Essential Needs

Vision Tables are highly adjustable, and are available in manual or electric versions. 
The design is simple and elegant, and it has all the features you need for children at 
home, school, and nursery.  Vision Tables are also available with arm supports to relieve 
pressure off the arms and elbows. For children using wheelchairs, Vision tables offer 
plenty of room under the table. 

Ropox Tables

Vision Tables

Ergo Table

Vision Table

Ergo Tables come in two sizes, and are manually height adjustable. They are available 
in full tilt or left/right tiltable table top versions. These tables are designed with a supporting ruler 
that ensures items on the table stay in place when tilted. Tables with tiltable tops are a great 
option for children with limited reach and sight impairments. Ergo Tables are available with arm 
supports to relieve pressure off the arms and elbows. 

• Available in two sizes
• Tilt top angle is 54º
• Manual adjustment only
• Ruler fastening on tiltable table tops

• Available in three sizes (Type A tables), and two sizes (Type B, C, D tables)
• Tilt top angle is 71º
• Electric and Manual adjustment options
• Magnetic fastening on tiltable table tops
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Type Type A Type B Type C Type D
Style Standard Table Top Full Tilt Table Top Right Side Tilt Table Top Left Side Tilt Table Top

Height Adjustment 56 - 90 cm 56 - 90 cm 56 - 90 cm 56 - 90 cm

Tilt n/a Full Tilt - 54º angle Right side table top tilt - up to 54º angle Left side table top tilt - up to 54º angle

Total Size (lxw) in cm
(available in two sizes) 90 x 60 120 x 60 90 x 60 120 x 60 90 x 60 (right tilting 

side is 59.4 x 60)
120 x 60 (right tilting side is 

89.4 x 60)
90 x 60 (left tilting side 

is 59.4 x 60)
120 x 60 (left tilting side is 

89.4 x 60)

Colour Grey Grey Grey Grey

Code 20-70010 20-70210 20-70011 20-70211  20-70012 20-70212 20-70013 20-70213

Ergo Tables

Type Type A Type B Type C Type D

Style Standard Table Top Full Tilt Table Top Right Side Tilt Table Top (right piece is 
60 x 60 cm - lxw)

Left Side Tllt Table Top (left piece is 
60 x 60 cm - lxw)

Tilt n/a Full Tilt - 71º angle Right side table top tilt - up to 71º angle Left side table top tilt - up to 71º angle

Height 
Adjustment 50 - 70 cm 60 - 90 cm 50 - 70 cm 60 - 90 cm 50 - 70 cm 60 - 90 cm 50 - 70 cm 60 - 90 cm

Total Size 
(lxw) in cm 90 x 60 90 x 90 120 x 60 90 x 60 90 x 90 120 x 

60 90 x 60 120 x 60 90 x 60 120 x 60 90 x 60 120 x 60 90 x 60 120 x 60 90 x 60 120 x 60 90 x 60 120 x 60

Colour Grey Grey Grey Grey

Manual 
Code

20-
60010-
11

20-
60310-
11

20-
60210-
11

20-
60020-
11

20-
60320-
11

20-
60220-
11

20-
60011-
11

20-
60211-
11

20-
60021-
11

20-
60221-
11

20-
60012-
11

20-
60212-
11

20-
60022-
11

20-
60222-
11

20-
60013-
11

20-
60213-
11

20-
60023-
11

20-
60223-
11

Vision Tables - Manual Height Adjustment and Electric Height Adjustment

Electric 
Code

20-
60010-
21

20-
60310-
21

20-
60210-
21

20-
60020-
21

20-
60320-
21

20-
60220-
21

20-
60011-
21

20-
60211-
21

20-
60021-
21

20-
60221-
21

20-
60012-
21

20-
60212-
21

20-
60022-
21

20-
60222-
21

20-
60013-
21

20-
60213-
21

20-
60023-
21

20-
60223-
21

Select your Ropox Table

DID YOU KNOW?
There are other versions of Ropox tables available. If you would like more information, we have a team of expert Assistive 
Technology Specialists who can help. Contact BES at info@beshealthcare.net or call 01179 666 761 for more information. 
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Standing and walking not only strengthen 
the muscles and bones, but also help with 
respiration, digestion, bladder function, 
and more. Standing also helps form the 
hip joints during early development, and 
promotes circulation of blood throughout 
the body. BES offers simple solutions for 
children to help them develop their 
standing and walking abilities.  

Standing Solutions 
and Gait Training

77
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The Varyflex is lightweight, easily adjustable, and provides stability and support for children who need assistance with 
standing. It provides alternative positioning for those who use wheelchairs or other seating systems, helping to reduce 
the risk of pressure ulcers as well as improving digestion. An upright position also plays an important part in development 
and rehabilitation, allowing the child to carry out various functional activities. 

Varyflex Standers by BES – providing support and stability

Flexible Hold for a Natural Position
The Varyflex supports the child by gently holding them in place 
with a chest strap, buttock strap, customisable knee block, and 
foot supports. The easily adjustable outer poles, knee block, and 
supportive straps mean the Varyflex can support the child while 
they grow, encouraging muscle tone and skeletal development. 
The stander’s supportive frame facilitates simple tasks during 
playtime and learning, while helping to boost confidence and 
improve the child’s interaction.

Ease of Use 
The Varyflex’s uncomplicated design makes for easy usage 
and transportation, and is a great alternative to cumbersome, 
complex standing aids. The Varyflex comes with double chest 
and buttock straps as standard which can brace the child 
between the two pieces of material, or support them 
from behind.

The varying degree of flexibility offered, makes the 
Varyflex a viable, versatile stander.

Optional Supports and Accessories

Foot Divider Ankle Huggers Heel Stop

It should be noted that a rubber-soled shoe should be worn when using standers.

Personal Tray Column Bridge 
Tube

Mobile Base

Great for play and 
reading 

To give the child stability, 
and increase rigidity 
of stander

To move the stander 
across short distances
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The Varyflex is lightweight, easily adjustable, and provides stability and support for children who need assistance with 
standing. It provides alternative positioning for those who use wheelchairs or other seating systems, helping to reduce 
the risk of pressure ulcers as well as improving digestion. An upright position also plays an important part in development 
and rehabilitation, allowing the child to carry out various functional activities. 

Varyflex Standers by BES – providing support and stability

Mobile Base

Hippi by BES Vose by BES

The Nimbo is a reverse style aluminium walker that easily adjusts in height and has 5” front wheels.

It’s soft rubber wheels grip any surface and will not slide backwards, while it’s one-directional 
override bracket allows for forward and reverse mobility.

The Nimbo has increased comfort through the smooth texture handgrip, easy to use 
front wheel swivel lock, and it folds easily for transportation.

The Nimbo is now available in three fun colours! (Extra large only available in black).

  Nimbo Walker

Along with the Varyflex, BES offers other standers to cater 
for children of all sizes. The Hippi is a shorter hip support for 
children who may not require a chest strap. The Vose Stander 
is for the taller child, and comes with castor wheels attached 
for easy mobility and a rigid frame. 

  Varyflex, Vose, and Hippi
   All standers come with double chest strap, double buttock strap, and 
   knee block unless stated in the description.

Varyflex and Beyond
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Note: *Trays = 24” width x 16” depth. 
Standard trays and wide trays are the same size.  
The column tubes on wide trays are further apart.

Order Codes for Standers and Nimbo Walkers

Description Size Code
Hippi - Green (No Chest 
Strap)

40 - 58.4 cm DCSVH100

Varyflex Standard - Green 66.3 - 84.5 cm DCSV100G

Varyflex Wide - Green 66.3 - 84.5 cm DCSV100GW

Vose Standard - Green 82 - 100 cm DCSVO100

Vose Large - Green 94 - 115 cm DCSVO100L

Standers 

Description Code
Varyflex Standard Tray - Green DCSV202G

Varyflex Wide - Green Tray DCSV202GW

Vose Standard Tray - Green DCSVO202G

Varyflex Trays* 

Description Code
Foot Straps Pair DCSV206

Foot Divider - Green DCSV210G

Heel Stop - Green DCSV205G

Foot Support for Standers

Description Code
Column Bridge Tube for Varyflex Standard DCSV208

Column Bridge Tube for Varyflex Wide DCSV208W

Mobile - set of 5 castors for all standers DCSV201

Knee Back Pad for Varyflex Standard DCSV211

Additional Accessories - Standers

Description Code
Varyflex - Standard Green Postural Strap DCSV209G

Varyflex - Wide Green Postural Strap DCSV209GW

Vose - Standard Green Postural Strap DCSVO209

Vose - Large Green Postural Strap DCSVO209L

Asymmetry Straps for Standers

Description Code
Standard Double Chest Strap - Green DCSV203G

Wide Double Chest Strap - Green DCSV203GW

Standard Double Buttock Strap - Green DCSV204G

Wide Double Buttock Strap - Green DCSV204GW

Double Chest Strap for Vose Standard - Green DCSVO203

Double Chest Strap for Vose Large - Green DCSVO203L

Double Buttock Strap for Vose Standard - Green DCSVO204

Double Buttock Strap for Vose Large - Green DCSVO204L

Spare Straps for Standers

Description Code
Extra Small Nimbo, Knight Blue KA1200-2GKB

Small Nimbo, Knight Blue KA2200-2GKB

Medium Nimbo, Knight Blue KA3200-2GKB

Large Nimbo, Knight Blue KA4200-2GKB

Extra Small Nimbo, Castle Red KA1200-2GCR

Small Nimbo, Castle Red KA2200-2GCR

Medium Nimbo, Castle Red KA3200-2GCR

Large Nimbo, Castle Red KA4200-2GCR

Extra Small Nimbo, Wizard Purple KA1200-2GWP

Small Nimbo, Wizard Purple KA2200-2GWP

Medium Nimbo, Wizard Purple KA3200-2GWP

Large Nimbo, Wizard Purple KA4200-2GWP

Extra Large Nimbo, Emperor Black KA5200-2GEB

Nimbo Walkers

Vose standers come with castors as standard.

Standers in Blue are subject to availability. 
Varyflex Short also available. Please enquire 
by contacting us on 01179 666 761 
or email info@beshealthcare.net
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Order Codes for Standers and Nimbo Walkers
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The bathroom is commonly regarded as the 
most dangerous room in the home. Bath 
and shower safety is a major concern for 
parents of children with limited mobility. 
In addition, it can be dangerous for parents 
leaning over a bath or trying to transfer 
a child in a wet and slippery area. BES 
provides bathing and toileting solutions 
which are easy to use for parents or carers, 
and safe for children, making bath time fun. 

Bathing and Toileting 
Solutions 
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JonVac Toilet Seat Cushion 
For those children who need support in their shower chair, toilet chair or commode, the 
JonVac mouldable Toilet Seat Cushion is a great option. It creates a secure and stable 
seat which is form fitted to the child and within the seating area. 
The seat cushion is easy to mould, clean, and disinfect. 

JonVac Bath Support

Foot Pump Hand Pump Electric Pump Suction Cups

Bathing in a bath without support can be challenging and dangerous for children 
who have low muscle tone, limited mobility, and poor balance. At the same time, 
it can be difficult for parents or carers to bath a child single-handedly. 

The JonVac bath support creates a firm mould around the child in a bath to 
keep them seated and supported while bathing. It also helps parents or carers 
with safe manual handling and transfers in and out of the bath. The JonVac can 
be customised and adapted to fit the child’s body shape, and can be remoulded
with a pump anytime by just adding or extracting air. It has suction cups that 
securely attach the support to the bath. 

82

Pump Options and Additional Extras 
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JonVac Bath Support

Description Size (cm) Order Code Mark

Junior bath seat with full body support 101.6 x43.2 BS1110 º

Harperbury bath mattress 111.8 x 55.8 BS1300 º

Harperbury bath mattress for Parker bath 400 series 134.8 x 55.8 BS1301 √

Shower or bath seat cushion 50.8 x 50.8 BS1351 √

Commode cushion 40 x 40.8 BS1352 √

Bath pads (pair) 55.8 x 27.9 BS1353 √

Commode cushion and backrest 50.8 x 101.6 BS1355 √

Hand pump complete with connector BS1178

Foot pump complete with connector BS1179

Burnett suckers (per sucker, 1-8 suckers)                      BS1180

Large Burnett suckers (per sucker, 1-4 suckers)                      BB0135

Padded lap strap & buckle suitable for bath support range BS1189

Foot pump complete with connector BS1179

Items marked with º are not suitable to use with a hand pump, √ are self regulating (no pumps needed)

Burnett vacuum supports are available in a range of sizes for the bath, commode, 
and shower. These vacuum supports feature beads that mould in seconds to fit to 
the child’s body shape, to provide support and comfort while bathing or toileting. 
They can be easily moved and transported from one place to another. 

Burnett Bathing Supports

Burnett Bathing, Showering, and Toileting Supports

Commode Cushion 
w/ Back Support

Harperbury Bath 
Support

Full Body Bath 
Support
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Seahorse Plus Chair 

Otter Bathing Seat 

The Seahorse Plus Toileting & Shower Chair is adjustable and provides support to the child 
while bathing and toileting. It can be used over a toilet or with a removable potty. It offers 
a tilt function which makes showering and bathing easy for carers or parents of a child.  It is 
available in three sizes; small, medium, and large. 

The height of the Seahorse offers 100mm adjustment to accommodate for a growing child. 
The height and depth of the headrest can be adjusted as well and can be useful when the 
chair is tilted for bathing. The armrests, pommel, and potty can be removed. Chest harnesses 
and anterior supports are available as additional accessories.

The Otter Bathing chair is a safe and comfortable bathing solution for children and small 
adults with mild to moderate needs. 

The Otter chair is durable, adjustable, and has a strong plastic frame with anti-slip legs. 
The height of the chair can be adjusted. The angle of the backrest and the seat can be 
independently adjusted to ensure a comfortable bathing position for the child. The chair 
comes with head cushions that can also be used as lateral supports. 

The small version is suitable for children aged 5-10 years with a weight limit of 63 kg, 
the medium is suitable for children aged 10-15 years with a weight limit of 102 kg, 
and the large is suitable for children aged 15-18 years with a weight limit of 152 kg. 
Please Note: Age Range is a guidance only. 

The Otter is available in a small, medium, and large size. User weight limit for a small 
chair is 27 kg, for a medium chair is 54 kg, and for a large chair is 73 kg.
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Jonvac Bathing Supports

Description Order Code
Standard Bath Support JVAC001

Bath Support with 35cm extended back section JVAC007

Bath Support with 35cm extended back section plus 20% extra filling JVAC007-20

Bath Support with 35cm extended back section plus 30% extra filling JVAC007-30

Bath Support with 35cm extended back section (no suckers) JVAC007NS

JonVac Bath side pads (pair) JVAC009

Commode Cushion JVAC010

 JonVac Bath Support Blue Cover JVAC019B

JonVac Dual electric pump JVAC002

JonVac Hand pump JVAC003

JonVac Foot pump (1.5m tubes standard)* JVAC018

 JonVac Pump Tube Valve (Female) 36050F

 JonVac Pump Tube Valve (Male) 36050M

JonVac replacement suckers for vacuum supports JVAC020

* Longer tubes can be quoted for, if required

Seahorse Bathing and Toileting Chairs

Description Order Code
Small Chair N72012

Medium Chair N72024

Large Chair N72036

Thin Liner for use with a Small Chair N72322

Thick Liner for use with a Small Chair N72310

Thin Liner for use with a Medium Chair N72346

Thick Liner for use with a Medium Chair N72334

Thin Liner for use with a Large Chair N72679

Thick Liner for use with a Large Chair N72668

Extra Thick Liner for use with a Large Chair N84981

Chest Harness Small N72139

Chest Harness Medium N72140

Chest Harness Large N72723

Anterior Support Small N72127

Anterior Support Medium/Large N72188

Description Order Code
Small Otter Chair OT1000

Small Otter Chair with Soft Fabric Kit OT1000SF

Medium Otter Chair OT2000

Medium Otter Chair with Soft Fabric Kit OT2000SF

Large Otter Chair OT3000

Description Order Code
Large Otter Chair with Soft Fabric Kit OT3000SF

Wedges and adjustable strap† OT8000

Tub Stand† OT8010

Shower Stand† OT8020
† Fits all sizes

Seahorse, JonVac, and Otter Order Codes

Otter Bathing Seat Systems
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Midline Joystick Mounting
All our functional activities are performed 
in a midline position, such as eating, 
writing, typing, etc. But Joysticks on 
powerchairs are always placed on 
the sides – away from midline. This 
discourages our natural tendencies and 
affects posture. This can be detrimental to 
a child’s growth and development. 

BES offers a Midline Joystick Mounting 
system that allows children to use their 
joystick handles in midline. 
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Midline Joystick Mounting System
Lightweight and rustproof, Bodypoint® Midline Arms are great for mounting power chair joystick controllers. They can be bent 
or cut for a perfect fit. Choose the arm style that best suits the child and the chair: Straight, J-Shaped, or L-Shaped. Made 
from stainless steel, they can be mounted over trays, above or below armrests, in driving position, or over the shoulder on 
chin-controlled systems. 

Step 1. Tri-Lock Rotating Shaft

Description Code
Tri-Lock™ Rotating Shaft 149109

Type Code
Tri-Lock™ Mounting Clamp 146757

Adjustable Tube Clamp 132804

Flat Rail Mount 132767

Quick Release Lever 113186

Step 3. Mounting Hardware 

Type Code
P DT R-net, VSI, Pride/Quantum 121761

Invacare Mark IV, MPJ, PSR, PSF 149659

HMC Compact 102593

P DT Pilot+ 149963

Step 4. Joystick Mounting Adapters 

 Type Code
 J-Shaped 101978
 L-Shaped 101992
 L-Shaped Extended (41 cm x 56.5 cm) Q850
 Straight 149413

Step 2. Midline Arm Brackets (individual)

Midline Arm

Mounting Adapter 

The Tri-Lock™ Rotating Shaft is an excellent 
piece of hardware that is used to mount 
wheelchair controls. This shaft rotates and 
locks into three different positions for driving, 
ease of transfer, and table access.

Tri-Lock™ Rotating Shaft

Tube Mount 
Hardware
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Joystick Handles
Bodypoint

 
joystick handles come with a flex-shaft that dampens muscles spasms and makes driving easier. In addition, they reduce 

the risk of damage to the joystick box which can be caused through the force of the spasm. They are available in many shapes, sizes, 
and styles to meet functional needs and personal preference. 

Ø 104 mm (4.0") 

50 mm
(2.0")

Size  Code
Fits ø 4.76 mm (3/16") Stem  186043
Fits ø 6.35 mm (1/4") Stem  185817

Size Code
Fits ø 4.76 mm (3/16") Stem  150617
Fits ø 6.35 mm (1/4") Stem 150785

6" Flex Shaft

152 mm
(6.0")

Ø 13 mm (0.5")

Size  Code
Fits ø 4.76 mm (3/16") Stem  151089
Fits ø 6.35 mm (1/4") Stem  151157

Rubber Dome

25 mm
(1.0")

Ø 66 mm (2.6")

Ø 76 mm (3.0")

50 mm
(2.0")

Size  Code
Fits ø 4.76 mm (3/16") Stem  186593
Fits ø 6.35 mm (1/4") Stem  186289

3” U-Shaped 4” U-Shaped

New Grooved Mushroom Joystick Handle
This revolutionary joystick handle is the result of years of learning from 
customers and collaboration with users and clinicians. Its textured 
surface, hand-filling shape, and adaptable height make it a versatile 
model that meets the needs of many different users. 

Size  Code
Fits ø 4.76 mm (3/16") Stem  102494
Fits ø 6.35 mm (1/4") Stem  102517 

Grooves improve friction, giving better grip and more control for 
kids with limited hand function     
Carefully refined, hand-filling shape works well for users grasping 
from the side or the top       
Can be trimmed with a utility knife to six different heights   
(from 60 - 28mm) to meet individual user needs
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Joystick Handles

89

i-Drive
The i-Drive assessment kit gives you the 
ability to assess individuals multiple times 
in their existing seating system without 
the need for a powerchair. The i-Drive 
combined with the Loonz game, gives the 
therapist the ability to understand the 
child’s cognitive and spacial awarness 
before putting them into a powerchair. 
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The i-Drive kit gives therapists the ability to assess children 
multiple times in their existing seating system without the need 
for a powerchair. 

This means they can gain a true assessment of the child’s 
functional ability as they can focus on operating the switches 
rather than struggle with an unfamiliar seating system.

The i-Drive, in combination with the Loonz game, ensures that 
children are comfortable with power controls, helping to build their 
confidence. It can also help build confidence in parents who may 
be nervous about their child operating a heavy powerchair.

With the Loonz game the child is assessed via a series of 
interactive levels. Here, they control Tiki the elephant explorer, 
helping him collect coins while avoiding obstacles and dangers as 
he flies in his hot air balloon. As the levels progress, the difficulty 
increases, helping them improve their hazard awareness. 

Therapists can record progress and make informed decisions 
before issuing a suitable powerchair and power controls. 

The i-Drive, in conjunction with Loonz game, can assess for a range 
of controls from head arrays, to sip and puff, tray controls, and toe 
controls. The i-Drive kit and the Loonz game are ground-breaking 
pieces of technology that enable therapists to carry out true 
powerchair assessments, while adding the element of fun for 
the child.

The i-Drive assessment kit combined with the Loonz game has revolutionised the powerchair 
assessment and prescription process, ensuring better outcomes.  

The Powerchair Assessment Game Changer
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This kit enables healthcare professionals to 
make complex decisions. It is for therapists 
who require various drive controls to assess 
for a whole range of conditions. It comes 
with a comprehensive selection of switches 
to cover all switch access points (head, 
hands, etc.).

Code Description Professional Head Array Switch

IDHBT300-1 i-Drive Head Array with Bluetooth ✓ ✓

IDTF100-2 Eclipse Tray ✓

IDM-MICRO-9 Mo-Vis Micro Joystick ✓

IDM-MULTI-9 Mo-Vis Multi Joystick ✓

IDPMP-1 Precision Mini Portable Joystick (PMPJ) ✓

IDM-ALLROUND-9 Mo-Vis All Round Joystick ✓ ✓

IDHBT501 Bluetooth Proximity Sensor ✓ ✓

IC12A-BC 12V Battery & Charger for i-Connect ✓ ✓ ✓

P002-31 Joystick Interface - Omni DX ✓ ✓

ESRED Egg Switch - Red ✓ ✓

ESGRN Egg Switch - Green ✓ ✓

ESM Egg Switch Mount ✓

SU264 13” Lateral Rod ✓

IDHBT500 i-Drive Smart Box with Bluetooth ✓

SK-BOX Stealth Kit Box - Small ✓ ✓ ✓

Select your Stealth i-Drive Kit                       

Select your i-Drive Assessment Kit 
Professional Kit

The Head Array Kit is the perfect 
assessment kit for assessing those where 
movement is more prominent in the head 
than any other part of the body. 
It is for therapists assessing children with 
a degree of head control and cognitive 
ability. 

Head Array Kit
The Egg Switch components can be 
placed at various switch access points 
(head, hands, etc.) to assess the most 
appropriate placement for the individual. 
It is for therapists assessing first-time 
powerchair drivers. 

Switch Kit

Small Stealth Kit Box included FOC with the Professional Kit, and included within the price of Head Array and Switch Kit. 
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Code: IDHBT300-1
i-Drive 4.0 Head Array 
with Bluetooth

Code: IDHBT501
i-Drive Proximity Sensor

Code: IDTF100-2
Eclipse Tray

Code: IDM-MICRO-9
Mo-Vis Micro Joystick

Code: IDM-ALLROUND-9
Mo-Vis All Round Joystick

Code: IDM-MULTI-9
Mo-Vis Multi Joystick

Code: IDPMP-1
PMPJ Joystick

Code: P002-31
Joystick Interface - Omni DX

Code: ESM
Egg Switch Mount

Code: ESGRN
Egg Switch - Green

Code: ESRED
Egg Switch - Red

Code: SU264
13” Lateral Rod

Code: IDHBT500
i-Drive Smart Box with 
Bluetooth

Code: IC12A-BC 
12V Battery & Charger 
for i-Connect

DID YOU KNOW?

i-Drive Kit Components

BES has a team of expert Assistive Technology Specialists, who can provide demos, training, and assessment to ensure you get the right 
equipment for the child. Contact BES at info@beshealthcare.net or call 01179 666 761 for more information.
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BodiTrak Pressure Mapping
BodiTrak – Making pressure mapping a simple and affordable reality
The BodiTrak pressure mapping system offers a lighter and more 
streamlined way to perform pressure distribution assessments 
compared to other existing systems.

Results can be displayed through any average PC or android 
tablet with a USB connection, or wirelessly with an additional 
wireless adaptor. This means that mapping results can be stored, 
shared, and shown, easily and efficiently. Boditrak pressure 
mapping systems are designed to save you time, money, and 
effort through easy calibration, and easy interpretation of results.

Simplicity of use
Conformable material
Pressure distribution assessment made easy
User-friendly
Lightweight
Dynamic assessment
Affordability
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Tips for Parents and Therapists

Children in the early stages of cognitive development become more aware of 
the world around them, exploring their environments, and developing a sense 
of curiosity. With this comes natural reflexes, a sense of danger, and 
an understanding of how to use their senses.

Parents normally fear giving children powered mobility, but powered mobility 
is not just about transport – it helps children preserve energy (stopping them 
from tiring early), aids the development of spatial awareness, and enables 
them to interact with their surroundings. Powered mobility also adds to a 
sense of play, helping children to develop a sense of self, to understand 
responsibility, and to be independent.

Children acquire reflexes in the early stages of their physical development. 
When you’re using your hands to position a child, the child’s reflexes help 
to determine what support they may require (e.g. pushing against or away 
from the hands). As a therapist or a parent it is important to understand how 
reflexes play a vital role in communication.

It is also essential to note any reflex challenges a child may have, for example: 
children with cerebral palsy have impaired swallowing reflexes. An i2i (p 11) 
can align the child’s body to a midline position, assisting with swallowing, 
enabling the child to eat comfortably.

Cognitive Development

Physical Development
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Postural support devices play an important part in seating, sleeping, and 
functional activities i.e. 24-hour positioning. Positioning and postural care is 
vital for all children who have a physical disability, helping to look after your 
child’s body shape and preventing deformity and discomfort. Postural care is 
not about doing exercises and stretching to change your child’s shape, but 
instead using the right equipment to support the child’s body. 

This also applies during sleep, for example: when a child with contracted knees 
sleeps on their back, gravity pulls their legs apart. This means their hips are 
getting distorted which can cause hip subluxation or dislocation. 

We, as parents, have a responsibility to discourage helplessness in children 
by giving them the correct equipment to promote them to have fun, be 
independent, and have a rich and happy life.

The BHTA have worked with the Don’t Call Me Mum campaign initiative to 
produce a leaflet to help professionals and companies working with carers and 
families of adults and children with additional needs. Healthcare professionals 
and parents are experts in their own right, and bringing together everyone’s 
skills, knowledge, and resources creates the best outcome, especially for the 
person with additional needs. 

24-Hour Positioning

Parents as Partners – Making a Difference Together

Scan the QR code to read 
the BHTA leaflet in full

Tips for Parents and Therapists
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